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The 2019 National Budget was presented by the 
Honourable Minister of Finance to the National Assembly 
on 28 September 2018.

The theme of the 2019 budget is “Delivering Fiscal 
Consolidation for Sustainable and Inclusive Growth”.

The country is projected to achieve a 4.0 percent growth of 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2018.   

The Zambian economy in 2018 faced many challenges 
mainly due to limited fiscal space leading to liquidity 
constraints in the economy, high non-performing loans 
in commercial banks, failure of some micro finance 
institutions and delayed or inadequate financing to 
government institutions.

The Bank of Zambia maintained a tight monetary policy 
for most of the year so as to reduce the rate of inflation 
and maintain a stable exchange rate in the Kwacha to the 
United States Dollars.  Both inflation and exchange rate of 
the kwacha to the dollar worsened in the early part of the 
second half of 2018.

Government faced challenges in reducing domestic 
arrears and completing infrastructure projects that had 
been embarked upon.

In order to restore economic stability, Government 
continued to implement an Economic Stabilisation 
and Growth Programme dubbed “Zambia Plus”.  This 
Programme is aimed at ensuring sustained and inclusive 
growth.

“Zambia Plus”, is built on five main pillars:

• Enhancing domestic resource mobilisation and 
refocusing of public spending on core public sector 
mandates;

• Scaling-up Government’s social protection 
programmes to shield the most vulnerable in 
society from negative effects of the programme;

• Improving economic and fiscal governance by 
raising the levels of accountability and transparency 
in the allocation and use of public finances;

• Restoring credibility of the budget by minimising 
unplanned expenditures and halting the 
accumulation of arrears; and

• Ensuring greater economic stability, growth and 
job creation through policy consistency to raise 
confidence for sustained private sector investment.

4.0%
Projected  GDP in 2019

2019 Budget Commentary

Delivering Fiscal 
Consolidation for 
Sustainable and 
Inclusive Growth
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The 2018 outturn has been projected as follows:

2018 2018
Budgeted outturn Projected outturn

GDP growth rate 5.0% 4.0%

Inflation rate 6.0% 8.1%

Overall fiscal deficit to GDP 6.1% 7.4%

Gross International reserves of import cover 3 months 2 months

Domestic debt (K billion – June 2018) - 51.9

Domestic borrowing to GDP - 19.2%

Domestic arrears (K billion – March 2018) - 13.9

External debt (US$ billion – June 2018) - 9.4

External debt to GDP – June 2018 - 34.7%

Government guaranteed debt (US$ billion – June 2018) - 1.2

2019 Budget Commentary (Continued)

4%

of GDP

Reduce the 
budget deficit to 

8% 3 18% 1.4%

Achieve real GDP 
growth of at least

The Government has set the following macroeconomic objectives for 2019:-

Attain end year inflation of 
no more than 

Build up international 
reserves at no less than

Increase domestic revenue 
mobilisation to at least

Limit domestic borrowing 
to no more than

months 
import cover

• Accelerate implementation 
of measures towards 
diversification of the economy;

• Priotise the dismantling 
of arrears and curtail the 
accumulation of new arrears; 
and

• Reduce the pace of debt 
acceleration to ensure debt 
sustainability.

6.5%
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The allocation of the budgeted expenditure in percentage terms is as follows:

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
% % % % % % % % %

General Public Service 28.5 30.0 26.2 25.1 25.8 36.1 27.9 36.1 36.0
Economic Affairs 25.6 29.3 27.6 28.0 27.3 24.9 31.1 24.1 23.8
Education 18.6 17.5 17.5 20.2 20.2 17.2 16.5 16.2 15.3
Health 8.6 9.3 11.3 9.9 9.6 8.3 8.9 9.5 9.3
Defence 7.2 6.0 6.3 6.4 6.9 5.9 5.0 4.9 5.8
Public Order and Safety 4.5 3.7 4.2 5.0 4.7 3.5 3.6 3.0 3.3
Environmental Protection 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.0 1.3 1.0
Housing and Community 
Amenities

3.2 1.3 3.1 1.5 1.7 0.9 1.3 1.1 2.7

Recreation, Culture and 
Religion

0.5 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

Social Protection     2.7     2.3     2.8     2.8    2.7     2.4     4.2    3.2 2.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2019 Budget Commentary (Continued)

In order to achieve the budget objectives and targets for 
2019, the Government has proposed to spend K86.8 billion 
(2018 : K71.7 billion).

K56.1

K1.9

K4.2

K24.6

billion

billion billion

billion
Domestic revenue

Foreign grants

Domestic borrowing

Foreign financing

K

$

$

K
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The country is faced with 
higher debt obligations as 
loans fall due coupled with 
a high wage bill for the civil 
service. This is constraining 
fiscal space for various 
expenditures. The loans 
were obtained mainly to fund 
infrastructure development 
whose economic benefits will 
trickle in slowly and do not 
generate immediate cashflows 
to facilitate servicing of the 
loans.

Government has decided to undertake the following 
measures in order to alleviate the situation: -

• Significant reduction in expenditure on 
administrative parts of the public service so as 
to prioritise allocations to key service delivery 
expenditures such as drugs;

• Controlling the growth in the wage bill by 
restricting recruitment to only 3,500 frontline 
personnel;

• Scaling down domestically financed capital 
expenditure by phasing the completion of 
existing projects.  In this regard, projects 
that are at least 80 percent complete will be 
prioritized;

• Increasing domestic resource mobilization 
to 18.9 percent of GDP through various tax 
measures; and

• Curtailing domestic borrowing from 4 percent 
to 1.4 percent of GDP.

2019 Budget Commentary (Continued)

Overall the Budget is drawn up to 
consolidate and prioritise the funding 
of the key sectors identified by the 
Government and projects that are at least 
80% complete.  The implementation of 
the Budget is dependent on Government 
meeting its revenue targets.  The Budget 
faces the following risks:

• any reversal of the recently improved 
copper prices;

• increased inflation

• any further deterioration in the 
exchange rates;

• any inability to realise programmed 
levels of external financing;

• borrowing beyond sustainable levels;

• any substantial increase in oil prices 
which have been creeping upwards;

• any increase in both local and 
international interest rates which 
would increase costs of the 
accumulated debt;

• increased infrastructure development 
costs due to suspended works arising 
from lack of resources and the 
consequential contract penalties and 
interest;

• adverse weather conditions;

• usual pressures for unbudgeted 
expenditures; and

• uncertainty on continued availability 
of both local and foreign funds in 
order to finance the funding gap.
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Overall comments

• Has budgeted for the increasing external and domestic 
debt interest payments.

• It provides continued funding to the infrastructure 
development programme that are at about 80% or more 
completion level.

• It has budgeted for funding to local councils.

• It has budgeted for the partial clearance of arrears to 
suppliers of goods, services and contractors.

• The 2019 Budget has not made much provision for the 
significant industrialization and diversification funding that 
is required to get the economy to create the necessary 
wealth for growth, job creation and capacity to repay the 
nation’s debt.

• Development and resourcing of entrepreneurial enterprises 
should be encouraged and incentivised, so as to achieve 
the required industrialisation.

• Due to limited resources available, job creation for the 
youth is not highly pronounced in the 2019 budget.

• No specific funding into the sinking fund is allocated for the 
three Eurobond loans.

2019 Budget Commentary (Continued)
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Commercial
insurance.

#Bepurple

www.hollard.co.zmbusiness        personal     life

Insuring businesses. Ensuring better times
We know what it takes to build a business. This is why we exist to take care of your assets. 
Go on and relax, knowing your business is covered. We’ll ensure it stays that way. 

SMS 5550 for affordable commercial insurance cover.
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2019 Sectoral Impact

Education and Skills 
Development
•	 To continue with upgrading, construction and 

rehabilitating facilities at all levels of education.

•	 Upgrade 500 existing basic schools to secondary 
schools.

•	 Ensure that the quality of education provision is 
improved with the following programmes:

- pre-and in service training of teachers.
- provision of teaching and learning materials; 

and
- ongoing recruitment of teachers.

•	 Prioritising redeployment of serving teachers 
to underserved areas with the right mix that 
includes science, mathematics and information 
and communication technology.

•	 Recapitalise Zambia Education Publishing 
House through a joint venture arrangement to 
enhance the publication and supply of low cost 
teaching and learning materials in the country.

•	 To provide additional skills training infrastructure 
in selected secondary schools across the 
country to scale up skills training.

•	 Government to carry out a skills demand and 
supply survey to form the basis for designing 
curricula for skills development and maintaining 
an inventory of skills in the country.

Health
•	 Government will continue with the following 

programmes:

- Construction of health facilities;
- Recruitment of frontline health staff;
- strengthen and scale up the timely supply of 

drugs especially at lower levels of healthcare 
provision;

- establish medical hubs in Mongu and 
Kabompo districts.

•	 Reduction in maternal, infant and child mortality 
through the provision of emergency obstetric 
and neonatal care equipment and the supply of 
vaccines and food supplements for children.

•	 Reduce the malaria disease burden by 
increasing the coverage of indoor residual 
spraying, promoting the use of insecticide 
treated mosquito nets and strengthening malaria 
case management.

•	 Government is on course towards achieving 
the UNAIDS global target testing of 90 percent 
of those living with HIV and ensuring that 90 
percent of those found to be HIV positive are 
placed on treatment.  The measures taken 
will ensure that Government achieve the viral 
suppression for 90 percent of those treated is 
achieved by 2020.

•	 Implement the National Health Insurance Act No. 
2 of 2018.

Commercial
insurance.

#Bepurple

www.hollard.co.zmbusiness        personal     life

Insuring businesses. Ensuring better times
We know what it takes to build a business. This is why we exist to take care of your assets. 
Go on and relax, knowing your business is covered. We’ll ensure it stays that way. 

SMS 5550 for affordable commercial insurance cover.
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2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)

Agriculture, Livestock and 
Fisheries
•	 A diversified and export oriented agricultural 

sector is critical to uplifting the living standards of 
the people.

•	 Agricultural productivity has remained low due 
to over-dependence on rain fed agriculture, poor 
agricultural practices and limited mechanization.

•	 To reduce dependence on rain fed agriculture 
and promote all year round production as well as 
climate smart agricultural practices, government 
will continue to develop irrigation infrastructure.

•	 Development of irrigation infrastructure at 
Mwomboshi in Chisamba, Musakashi in Mufulira 
and Lusitu in Chirundu will be finalized in 2019.  
This will bring an additional 3,000 hectares under 
irrigation mainly for small scale farmers.

•	 Challenges were faced in the e-voucher 
system in the 2017/2018 farming season 
of telecommunication connectivity, financial 
services provision challenges and limited 
information technology. Government will procure 
and distribute inputs to the affected parts of the 
country, where the e-voucher system did not 
work properly.

•	 The affected districts will be re-introduced on the 
e-voucher system in 2019, once the challenges 
are resolved.

•	 The establishment of the US$100 million tractor 
assembly plant in the Lusaka South Multi-
Facility Economic Zone is on course to help 
farmers access cheaper equipment to improve 
mechanization which is critical to improving 
productivity.

•	 Government through the Public Service Micro 
Finance company will continue to facilitate 
access to agricultural equipment to those in the 
public sector.

•	 To accelerate progress in infrastructure 
development in farm blocks such as Nansanga, 

Agriculture, Livestock and 
Fisheries (continued)

•	 Luswishi and Luena, Government has revised 
guidelines for land acquisition in farm blocks to 
foster Public Private Partnerships.

•	 Government will revise the Food Reserve Act 
in 2019 to enhance sustainability and efficient 
management of national strategic food reserve.

•	 Government will continue with the policy of only 
maintaining 500,000 metric tonnes of grain as 
strategic food reserves.

•	 Focus under the livestock sub-sector will 
continue to be on livestock breed improvement 
through stocking and restocking, artificial 
insemination and construction and rehabilitation 
of infrastructure.

•	 Government will facilitate access to both local 
and foreign markets for livestock products with 
strategic focus on the exportation of goats to 
Saudi Arabia.

•	 To control the out break of diseases, 
Government will continue to implement 
preventive measures against diseases such as 
Foot and Mouth Disease and East Coast Fever.

•	 Government will continue the development 
of ongoing infrastructure such as regional 
laboratories, quarantine facilities and dip tanks.

•	 Vaccine production will be scaled up at the 
Central Veterinary Research Institute.

•	 Government will continue to implement sanitary 
and phyto-sanitary measures to facilitate access 
to international markets for livestock products.

•	 The promotion of cage fish farming on lakes 
Mweru, Kariba, Tanganyika and Bangweulu as 
well as along the Kafue River at Kasaka and 
in the water bodies of Western province will 
continue under the Zambia Agriculture Enterprise 
Development project (ZAED).
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2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)

Agriculture, Livestock and 
Fisheries (continued)
•	 Through ZAED and the Agriculture Production 

and Market Enhancement Project, Government 
has acquired 170 fish cages and 280 fish 
pens, motor vehicles and water vessels to 
support the establishment of cage fish farming 
and aquaculture parks in Rufunsa, Mungwi, 
Kasempa, Chipepo and Samfya.

•	 Government will continue to facilitate the 
establishment of more fish feed plants 
countrywide. 

Energy
•	 K415,763,790 has been allocated to energy 

power infrastructure and K182,461,999 for the 
Rural Electrification programme.

•	 The focus in the energy sector will be to continue 
with provision of adequate and reliable supply 
of energy through diversification of energy 
resources.

•	 The preparation process towards the 
construction of the 2,400 megawatts Batoka 
Hydro Power Plant co-financed by Zambia and 
Zimbabwe will continue in 2019.

•	 To diversify the energy mix Government is 
implementing the Renewable Energy Feed-
in-Tariff Strategy to bring an additional 
200 megawatts to the national grid.  The 
procurement process for the first 100 megawatts 
has commenced. Implementation is expected to 
start in 2019.

•	 Construction of the two 50 megawatt projects 
under the scaling solar initiative being 
implemented in the Lusaka South Multi-Facility 
Economic Zone targeted to be completed in 
2019.

•	 Construction of additional solar power plants to 
commence in 2019 with a targeted additional 
200 megawatts to the national grid.

Energy (continued)
•	 The target is to generate 600 megawatts under 

the scaling solar initiative.

•	 A study has been commissioned to ensure that 
Government has a sound basis for adjusting 
electricity tariffs in future.

•	 Government plans to take to Parliament the 
Petroleum Management Bill which will among 
other things facilitate enhanced participation 
of the private sector in the procurement and 
financing of petroleum products.

•	 ZESCO Limited to be restructured in 2019.

Construction
•	 Government with support from cooperating 

partners, is developing a One Stop Border Post 
at Kazungula and is scheduled to be completed 
in 2019.

•	 Construction works at Mwami border are 
earmarked to commence in 2019.

Tourism
•	 The policy focus will be on diversification of 

tourism products and promoting domestic 
tourism.

•	 Among other things, it will aim to integrate the 
country’s rich cultural heritage into tourism 
packages beyond traditional ceremonies.

•	 Aim is to lengthen  international ltourists stay to 
an average 6 days from the current 4 days.

•	 Restocking of wildlife in areas where numbers 
have been depleted will continue.  This exercise 
is aimed at expanding the tourism resource base 
from focusing exclusively on the Victoria Falls 
and the South Luangwa National Park.
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2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)

Tourism (continued)
•	 Government will rehabilitate and maintain roads 

to, and within, the major national parks, namely 
Kafue, South Luangwa, Mosi-oa-Tunya and 
Lower Zambezi National Parks. This will facilitate 
all-year-round access to tourism sites.

•	 To promote international conference tourism, 
Government will in 2019 commence the upgrade 
and expansion of Mulungushi International 
Conference Centre.

•	 This will enable the country host the African 
Union Heads of State summit scheduled for 
2022 and contribute towards implementation 
of the meetings incentives conferences and 
exhibition strategy.

Transport, Information and 
Technology Infrastructure
•	 Government will focus its domestic resources on 

infrastructure projects that are at completion rate 
of 80 percent and above.

•	 Continue to implement the Link Zambia 8,000, 
Township Roads and Rural Connectivity 
Projects.

•	 Greater emphasis on maintenance to increase 
the lifespan of roads.

•	 Complete 6 more inland toll stations by end of 
2018.

•	 An additional 11 sites will be commissioned in 
2019.

•	 Complete the expansion modernization of the 
Kenneth Kaunda International Airport in 2019.

•	 Erect a further 300 communication towers in 
2019 to promote use of electronic platforms.

•	 The Telecommunications, Traffic Monitoring 
System introduced in 2018 will be fully 
operational in 2019.

Water Supply and Sanitation
•	 Continue with improving water and sanitation 

systems through:

- water resource management, national 
urban water supply and sanitation and 
national rural water supply and sanitation 
programmes.

- construction and rehabilitation of bulk water 
supply infrastructure, small dams and drilling 
of boreholes.

Policy, Regulatory and 
Structural Reforms
•	 Government will diligently implement its bold 

reform agenda in the areas of fiscal and debt 
management, complemented by reforms in the 
monetary and financial sector.

•	 Government will continue to provide quarterly 
updates on the debt position to ensure accurate 
dissemination of information.

Social
•	 Allocation of K2.2 billion towards social 

protection.

•	 Government will maintain the target of 700,000 
beneficiaries and scale up the number in 
subsequent years.

•	 To continue supporting incapacitated households 
in 2019.

•	 To continue providing agricultural inputs to 
80,000 households in the farming season.

•	 Continue with the home-grown school feeding 
programme with a target of 1,250,000 children.
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2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)

Social (continued)
•	 Government with support from the World Bank 

has targeted 19,000 women and girls under 
the women empowerment programme for the 
provision of resources for development of their 
livelihood and a target of 16,000 girls.

•	 Implement the electronic Single Registry of 
beneficiaries under the Food Security Pack, 
Village Banking, Public Welfare Assistant 
Scheme, Supporting Women Livelihood Project 
and the Social Cash Transfer Scheme in 20 
more districts.

•	 Government targets to train at least 3,000 youths 
and to complete 4 additional youth resource 
centres.

•	 Resettle 200 youths at Mwange and another 
200 at Mufumbwe Youth Resettlement Schemes 
where free land and start up kits to engage in 
agriculture and agro related activities will be 
provided.

•	 Accelerate the implementation of the Decent 
Work Country Programme aimed at ensuring 
that all workers have decent employment.

•	 Contribution to the Social Cash Transfer 
Programme of K699.5 million.

•	 Allocation of K110.9 million towards Food 
Security pack and Public Welfare Assistance 
Scheme.

Mining
•	 Government recognizes the mining sector as an 

important source of foreign exchange and the 
critical role it plays in the economy.

•	 Government will continue to promote exploitation 
of industrial minerals and gemstones by making 
available geological information.

•	 To continue the Development Mineral Capacity 
Building Programme with support of cooperating 
partners with the aim of promoting small-scale 
mining.

Mining (continued)
•	 The major intervention in small scale mining 

will be promotion of environmental and socially 
responsive mining.

•	 The Mineral Production Monitoring Support 
Project aimed at enhancing monitoring of mineral 
production and exports will be extended in 2019 
to cover small and medium mining companies as 
well as other minerals beyond copper.

•	 The system will empower Government to collect 
accurate revenue from mineral royalties and 
other mining taxes.

•	 From the total resources envelope for the 2019 
budget of K86,807,894,723, K4,887,597,864 is 
targeted from mineral royalty representing 5.63% 
of the expected revenue.

•	 The following changes have been proposed in 
the mining tax regime:

- increase mineral royalty tax rates by 1.5 
percentage points at all levels of the sliding 
scales;

- introduce a fourth tier rate at 10 percent 
on the sliding scale mineral royalty regime 
which would apply when copper prices rise 
beyond US$7,500 per metric tonne;

- make mineral royalty tax non-deductible for 
income tax purposes;

- introduce an import duty at the rate of 5 
percent on copper and cobalt concentrates;

- introduce an export duty on precious 
metals including gold, precious stones and 
gemstones at the rate of 15 percent; and

- lift the suspension of the export duty on 
manganese ores and concentrates which 
was put in place in 2012 and increase this 
duty to 15 percent from 10 percent.

•	 All these tax measures will take effect on 1 
January 2019.
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Public Sector
•	 Government has embraced the use of 

Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) to reduce its running costs by introducing 
a number of electronic platforms including 
e-cabinet, e-payslips, e-payments, e-voucher 
and e-visa.

•	 In 2019, multi-sectoral public investment board 
will be established to scrutinize investment 
proposals prior to inclusion in the budget.

•	 Through the Industrial Development Corporation 
(IDC), Government will continue the restructuring 
of state owned enterprises to make them more 
competitive, viable and contribute to national 
development. ZESCO Limited, Zamtel Limited, 
Zambia Daily Mail and Times of Zambia will be 
restructured in 2019.

•	 Further, Government will divest some of its 
shares to the private sector.

•	 Strategic partners will be invited into Indeni 
Petroleum Refinery Limited and ZSIC General 
Limited.

•	 ZSIC Life Limited and the Zambia Forestry and 
Forest Industries Corporation will be listed on the 
Lusaka Securities Exchange in 2019.

Manufacturing and 
Industrialisation
•	 Government will continue to support investments 

in value addition by among others, procurement 
of locally manufactured goods such as school 
furniture, uniforms and hospital linen.

•	 The “Buy Zambia” campaign will be aggressively 
promoted.

•	 Government through the Industrial Development 
Corporation (IDC) will make investments in 
pineapple processing in North-western Province, 
cashew nut processing in Western Province and 
fruit processing in Eastern province.  This will 
assist in value addition to agricultural produce.

Manufacturing and 
Industrialisation (continued)
•	 An out-grower scheme for palm oil trees will be 

rolled out to 500 households covering an initial 
380 hectares under the Industrial Development 
Corporation.

•	 The plan is to expand the scheme in the next 5 
years to cover 20,000 hectares in Luapula and 
Muchinga Provinces with over 25,000 farmers 
benefiting to boost the country’s capacity to 
produce edible oils.

Monetary and Financial 
Sector

•	 Monetary policy will remain focused on price 
stability by maintaining the annual inflation rate 
within target range of 6 – 8 percent.

•	 Bank of Zambia will continue to enhance use of 
the forward looking monetary policy framework 
that is anchored on the Policy Rate.

•	 The liberal foreign exchange system will be 
maintained.  Bank of Zambia intervention will 
be limited to smoothing short term fluctuations 
in the exchange rate and building international 
reserves.

•	 The Deposit Insurance Bill will be presented 
to Parliament for legislation in 2019.  This will 
provide protection to depositors in event of a 
failure of a deposit taking institution.

•	 Implementation of the Credit Reporting Act 
together with the Movable Property (Security 
Interest) Act will help reduce the risks associated 
with information asymmetry on borrowers.

•	 The National Financial Switch will be 
operationalized phase one will facilitate the 
settlement and clearance of Automated Teller 
Machines and Point of Sale transactions.  Phase 
two will cover mobile payments.

2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)
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Monetary and Financial 
Sector (continued)
•	 Bank of Zambia will introduce a Primary 

Dealership System in 2019 to promote the 
secondary market for Government securities, 
increase liquidity and enhance price discovery in 
Government bond market.

•	 Pensions and Insurance Authority to enforce 
the provisions of section 120 of the Insurance 
Act, prohibiting the placement of Insurance with 
companies not licensed in Zambia.

•	 Government is reviewing the Bank of Zambia Act 
and the National Payment Systems Act.

•	 Amounts of K14.947 billion and K8.626 billion 
have been allocated for external and domestic 
debt payments respectively.

•	 The Government is targeting to maintain 
international reserves of at least 3 months of 
import cover.

•	 The target for domestic borrowing is to limit it to 
no more than 4% of GDP.

•	 Government to undertake an exercise to rebase 
the Gross Domestic Product aimed at providing 
reliable and updated information on the current 
size and structure of the national economy.  The 
rebasing will also provide the 

•	 Government with an opportunity to update 
and develop appropriate social economic 
indicators to measure progress under the 
National Development Plans and Sustainable 
Development Goals.

Small and Medium Sized 
Entities (SMEs) and Capital 
Markets
•	 ZSIC Life Limited and the Zambia Forestry and 

Forest Industries Corporation to be listed on the 
Lusaka Securities Exchange.

•	 Government is implementing the National Local 
Content Strategy aimed at fostering business 
linkages between micro, small, medium and 
large enterprises.  The strategy also aims 
to promote use of at least 35 percent locally 
available inputs in industrial processes.

•	 Implement the business linkage programme 
aimed at creating synergies, industry and market 
access for micro, small and medium enterprises 
through the Zambia Development Agency (ZDA).

Fiscal Policy
•	 Prioritise spending on social protection and 

allocations to the social sectors in general 
supported by public financial management 
reforms aimed at ensuring more effective use of 
the available public resources.

•	 Government will focus on broadening the tax 
base and enhancing compliance levels.  The key 
measures to be undertaken include the following:

- digitalization of all revenue collection 
processes for Government services;

- enhancing system interface between ZRA 
and other institutions to maximise the use of 
third party data in tax payer compliance;

- review the Rating Act to facilitate the mass 
valuation of properties;

- establish a Land Management Authority 
to deal with all matters relating to Land 
Management and Titling;

- establish public auction mechanism for 
timber and lift the ban on all timber exports; 
and

- undertake a review of all existing tax 
exemptions.

 

2019 Sectorial Impact (Continued)
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Review of 2018 Economic 
Performance
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Overview 
•	 In the domestic economy, real GDP growth 

is projected at 4.0 percent in 2018, up by 0.6 
percentage points compared to 2017.  The 
increase will be due to increased production 
in mining, construction, manufacturing and 
trade.  The global trade war between mainly 
the key world trade players and reduced 
inflows into the developing markets is likely to 
cause a slowdown in the performance of the 
market.

•	 There are elevated upside risks to the 
projected inflation over the near term.  These 
include higher than anticipated food prices 
and fiscal deficits as well as a possible rise 
in domestic fuel prices, owing to the upward 
movement in International Crude Oil Prices 
and the depreciated kwacha value against the 
United States Dollar.  In addition, higher than 
programmed external debt service payments 
could have an adverse impact on inflation 
through the exchange rate channel (source:  
BOZ). 

•	 There has been a reduction in demand for 
Government Securities in the second quarter 
of 2018, mainly due to low liquidity levels in 
the money market and adverse sentiments 
relating to the protracted fiscal challenges.  
The subscription rate for treasury bills and 
Government Bonds fell to 43.3% and 94.9% 
from 92.5% and 154.5% in the first quarter, 
respectively (Source: BOZ).

•	 The 2018 Budget deficit is expected to widen 
to 7.4% of GDP from the target of 6.1 percent 
of GDP.

•	 The goal of the monetary policy in 2018 was 
anchored on maintaining single digit inflation.  
As at end of September 2018, the inflation 
rate had increased to 8.1 percent from 6.7 
percent in December 2017.  

•	 In the foreign exchange market, the Kwacha 
depreciated in 2018 to close at K12.12/US$1 
as at 28 September 2018 compared to 31 
December 2017 when it closed at K9.90/
US$1.  The depreciation of the Kwacha 
was attributed to a slowdown in the global 
economy and the appreciation of the United 
States Dollar relative to emerging market 
currencies.  
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Graph 3: Commercial Banks Base Lending Rates

GRAPH 2:  US$ EXCHANGE RATES

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)

Overview (continued)
•	 In terms of commercial bank credit by sector, 

households (personal loans category) 
continued to account for the largest share 
of outstanding credit. This was followed by 
agriculture, manufacturing, wholesale and 
retail sectors.  Access to credit was inhibited 
by the high interest rates.  However these 
reduced to around 23.5 percent, but continue 
to be prohibitive.

•	 Over the six months period to 30 June 2018, 
Non-Traditional Export (NTEs) earnings 
increased to US$911 million from US$774.1 
million recorded in the same period in 2017.  

•	 Earnings from copper increased to US$3.5 
billion in the half year to 30 June 2018.  This 
represented an increase from earnings of 
US$2.9 billion in the same period for 2017.

Transport Infrastructure 
Development
•	 The implementation of the Link Zambia 8000 

project and L400 road project in Lusaka 
continued during 2018.

•	 Many township roads in Lusaka were worked 
on and the related road side drainages and 
lighting systems were installed on a number 
of Lusaka roads.  The quality of the works, 
maturing the concrete and necessary under 
road compaction needs to be continuously 
monitored if the infrastructure is to last for the 
design period.

•	 Public Private Partnership (PPP) should be 
considered for maintenance, follow up on 
cost recovery from those who destroy road 
infrastructure (such as street lighting and 
signage) or from the insurance companies 
and the timely replacement of damaged 
infrastructure.

Transport Infrastructure 
Development (continued)
•	 The tolling gates at Shimabala, Mumbwa and 

Katuba were activated in addition to the ones 
at Kafulafuta and Manyumbi and became 
functional during 2017.  This needs to be 
extended to other sites as planned so as to 
raise funds for timely maintenance of the 
roads.  Tolls are also collected from 10 ports 
of entry and 6 weighbridges.  An additional 
6 sites are expected to be completed within 
2018.

•	 Between January and August 2018 about 
K194 million had been collected from the road 
tolling programme.

•	 The heavy goods ferried on the roads should 
be moved to railway infrastructure so as to 
prolong the lifespan of the roads built at great 
cost.

•	 The C400 road project on the Copperbelt was 
awarded in 2018.

•	 There are a number of road projects that have 
stalled and yet to be completed such as:

- Kitwe – Chingola dual carriageway
- Chingola – Solwezi Road

•	  The Public Private Partnership (PPP) 
projects advertised have attracted reasonable 
response and the Lusaka – Ndola dual 
carriageway was awarded at a cost of US$1.2 
billion in 2017.

•	 Feasibility studies and detailed engineering 
designs for the extension of the Chipata 
– Muchinji Railway line to connect to the 
TAZARA line at Serenje have been completed.  
Works are expected to commence soon at an 
estimated cost of USD2.3 billion.

•	 Feasibility studies on the Nseluka-Mpulungu 
Railway have been concluded.

•	 Feasibility studies on the Livingstone via 
Kazungula to Sesheke railway line have 
commenced.
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Construction 
•	 Works on the Lubwa, Chalimbana and 

Palabana Universities have stalled due to 
inadequate funding.

•	 Plans to construct King Lewanika University 
in Western Province, Fredrick Titus Jacob 
Chiluba University in Luapula Province and 
the three University Colleges in Katete, Nalolo 
and Solwezi have not progressed due to lack 
of resources.

•	 Rehabilitation of prison infrastructure 
and completion of the construction and 
rehabilitation of police stations and posts 
continued in 2018.

•	 The construction of 650 prefabricated clinics 
and construction of other health facilities in 
various districts stalled during 2018.  A new 
contract is in the offing for completion of the 
project.

•	 The private sector continued to construct 
warehouses, office blocks and residential 
properties.  This has led to a downward trend 
in rental charges.

•	 The Bombay drainage project for proper 
drainage of the flood waters in the central 
part of Lusaka City is in progress.  This is 
being funded under the Millennium Challenge 
Account (MCA) compact funding programme.

•	 The water reticulation projects funded by 
donors and other funders have progressed in 
the following cities:

City Project Donor/Funder
Lusaka Water Supply and Sanitation MCA
Lusaka Bulk Water Supply from Kafue China
Ndola Water Supply and Sanitation Danida
Ndola Kafulafuta Dam China
Mansa and other districts in Luapula Water Supply and Sanitation ADB
Chingola, Mufulira and Chililabombwe Water Supply and Sanitation EIB/AFD
Kitwe, Kalulushi, Chambeshi Water Supply and Sanitation China

Construction (continued)
•	 Construction of a new car park and male 

filter clinic at the University Teaching Hospital 
(UTH) progressed in 2018.

•	 As part of austerity measures Government 
has decided to prioritise funding of projects 
that are at 80% or more completion stage.

Tourism, Arts and Culture
•	 Government has embarked on the restocking 

of wildlife in a bid to promote safari and 
photographic tourism.

•	 The promotion of wildlife conservancies 
by traditional leaders is meant to enhance 
protection of the wildlife stock.

•	 Government raised K8.8 million from the 
Tourism Levy between January and July 2018.  
These funds are used to enhance tourism, 
marketing and product promotion as well as 
rehabilitation of tourism infrastructure.

•	 Enhanced use of E-marketing platform, 
increased trade and implementation of the 
E-Visa are factors that contributed to the 
growth of the sector.

•	 International Tourist arrivals grew by 1.6% to 
519,817 in the period January to June 2018.

•	 Growth was spurred by an expanded product 
base from traditional tourism packages of 
handicrafts, wildlife and the Victoria Falls to 
include heritage sites, meetings and sporting 
events, mine tours and cultural events.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Energy
•	 The pump prices of petrol, diesel, LSG and kerosene were increased.  These were at K13.75 (K11.69), 

K12.01 (K9.89), K14.30 (K12.16) and K8.85 (K6.50) for petrol, diesel, LSG and Kerosene, respectively as 
at 31 August 2018 (31 August 2017).

•	 Gas and oil exploration block was allocated for Northern Province in 2017.  Other than that no significant 
progress seems to have occurred or has been publicised on the oil and gas exploration in  the blocks that  
were previously allocated.

•	 The Energy Regulation Board (ERB) has become more vigilant in regulating the construction and safe 
operations of filling stations. A grading system based on the suite of services that customers can access 
at any particular filling station continued to be used.

•	 The country’s generation capacity in 2018 is estimated as follows:-
 

Project Project Runner Source Installed 
Capacity (MW)

Kafue Gorge ZESCO Hydro 990.00

Kariba North Bank ZESCO Hydro 720.00

Kariba North Bank Extension ZESCO Hydro 360.00

Victoria Falls ZESCO Hydro 108.00

Lunsemfwa & Mulungushi Lunsemfwa Hydro Power Co. (IPP) Hydro 56.00

Ndola Energy Ndola Energy Co. (IPP) Thermal 105.00

Thermal (Diesel) ZESCO Thermal 1.00

Lunzua ZESCO Hydro 14.80

Lusiwasi ZESCO Hydro 12.00

Musonda  Falls ZESCO Hydro 10.00

Shiwang’andu Mini Hydro ZESCO Hydro 1.00

Zengamina Power Limited Zengamina Power Limited (IPP) Hydro 0.75

Maamba Collieries Navabharat /ZCCM-IH (IPP) Thermal 300.00

Itezhi-Tezhi ZESCO/TATA JV Hydro    120.00

Chishimba Falls ZESCO Hydro        6.20

2,804.75

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Education
•	 Government completed the construction 

of 62 new secondary schools out of the 
targeted 115 in 2017.  There has not been 
much progress in 2018.

•	 A bursary scheme running under the 
title “Keeping girls in school” project 
was introduced.  Over 14,000 girls from 
extremely poor households are being 
supported to access secondary school 
education.

•	 The number of Early Childhood Education 
(ECE) classes increased to 1,849 ECE 
Centres in 2018 many of which are annexed 
to Government Primary Schools.

•	 20 ECE centres are under construction in 
Western Province, by Ministry of General 
Education (MoGE) working in collaboration 
with ‘Save the Children’.

•	 The following are some of the challenges 
experienced in the implementation of ECE 
programmes in the year 2018:

- Inadequate number of ECE Teachers;
- Infrastructure is still inadequate to 

support access;
- Inadequate and inappropriate 

Teaching and Learning Materials;
- No structures at lower levels to 

support ECE; and
- Higher teacher attrition in the ECE 

sub-sector.

•	 By the first quarter of 2018, the primary 
education sub-sector had 8,843 primary 
schools, an increase from the 8,823 in 2017, 
with total enrolment of 3,287,907 pupils.  
Of this number, 49.75% were boys while 
50.25% were girls.  After completing the roll 
out of the new curriculum, the Ministry had 
embarked on improvement of literacy and 
numeracy levels.

Education (continued)
•	 The Ministry continued funding Home Grown 

School Feeding Programme (HGSFP) which 
enhanced pupil attendance and nutrition 
among primary school learners.

•	 The Ministry also introduced the Menstrual 
Hygiene Management component under 
the School Health and Nutrition programme 
to encourage school attendance by the girl 
child. 

•	 Comprehensive Sexuality Education has 
been fully incorporated in the revised 
curriculum.

•	 Among the main challenges experienced in 
the area of Primary Education included the 
following:

- Inadequate Teaching and Learning 
materials provided to support the 
implementation of the new curriculum 
especially in the new subjects;

- Inadequate orientation of teachers 
on the implementation of the new 
curriculum;

- Inadequate equipment to support 
Learners with Special Education 
Needs; and

- Inadequate infrastructure especially in 
the rural areas.

•	 By first quarter 2018, the Secondary School 
sub-sector had 1,099 secondary Schools, an 
increase from the 945 Secondary Schools of 
2017, with total enrolment of 851,483 pupils 
which is an increase from 802,341 of 2017.  
Of the total 2018 enrolment, 48.5% were 
girls whilst 51.5% were boys.

•	 The Ministry had continued support to 
orphans and vulnerable children and 
recorded a total number of children 
supported at 15,082 from the 14,353 girls 
supported in 2017.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Education (continued)
•	 The revised curriculum had been 

implemented with focus on the two-tier 
system i.e academics and vocational.

•	 The Government has engaged World Bank 
to construct an additional 82 secondary 
schools and provide interventions to improve 
teaching and learning at this level.

•	 The secondary school sub-sector 
experienced challenges during this period 
and notable among them were the following:

- Inadequate number of teachers retained 
to handle the two-tier system;

- Orientation of school managers on the 
two-tier system was not adequate;

- Inadequate equipment, teaching 
and learning materials to support the 
implementation of the two-tier system; 
and

- Introduction of the GCE General 
Examination at Grade 9 and 12 affected 
the coverage of the syllabus at the 
secondary school level.

•	 The Ministry has continued promoting the 
provision of education to out-of-school 
children as well as basic skills to youths in 
schools for Continuing Education.  Among 
others, the following has been achieved:

- Trained 50 teachers in Adult Literacy 
methodologies;

- Oriented 30 Head teachers in the 
management of Youth and Adult 
literacy;

- Conducted training of 67 teachers in 
Adult Financial Literacy;

- Trained 22 Adult Literacy Teachers in 
handling Adult Literacy education in ICT 
and TEVETA Trade Test level III; and

- Trained 23 Adult and Literacy Teachers 
in Skills (brick laying, carpentry and 
tailoring).

Education (continued)
•	 The following however, were among the 

many challenges that were experienced in 
implementing this programme:

- Inadequate number of teachers 
specifically deployed to teach Adult 
Literacy Programmes

- Lack of incentives for teachers who opt 
to take on additional responsibilities by 
teaching Adult Literacy;

- Teaching and learning materials 
required for Adult Literacy are 
inadequate; and

- Lack of bursary support for vulnerable 
learners in alternative mode of 
Education provision.

•	 Converting Charles Lwanga College of 
Education into an ICT Centre of Excellence 
in Teacher Education to Champion the 
integration of ICT in Teaching and Learning.

Manufacturing
•	 The manufacturing sector should be 

boosted in its operations as  part  of the 
diversification of the economy away from 
the  copper based mono economy.  This 
sector could create the much needed 
employment for youths.  This would also be 
in line with the Industrialisation policy of the 
Government.

•	 The tight liquidity in the economy led to 
delays in customers settling their dues.  

•	 Settlement of dues to local suppliers was not 
prioritized to create the necessary impetus in 
business operations.

•	 The Multi Facility Economic Zones in 
Lusaka South, Chambishi and Lusaka 
East continued to attract some investors in 
manufacturing, materials processing and 
solar energy investments.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Manufacturing (continued)
•	 The metal fabrication sector continues 

to grow though in a very informal and 
uncoordinated manner.  The metal 
fabrication for door frames, window frames, 
burglar bars, tank stands, etc needs to be 
harnessed for it to employ more youths and 
get the sector into the formal market.

•	 Brick and Kerbstone manufacturing industry 
has also expanded in 2018.  This sector 
needs to be formalized and quality standards 
instituted if the nation is to benefit through 
tax revenues and quality products.

•	 Competition in the cement manufacturing 
and distribution systems has led to improved 
quality, stable prices and continuous supply 
of the products throughout the year, 2018.  A 
new cement factory, SINOMA, was opened 
in Chongwe at Chiyeya Village.

Labour
•	 The Ministry in collaboration with Central 

Statistical Office (CSO) conducts quarterly 
Labour Force Surveys.  The Labour Force 
Survey provides accurate and timely information 
pertaining to the labour market in Zambia with a 
view to guide decision making and planning.

•	 The 2017 Labour Force Survey (LFS) results 
show that the estimated labour force was 
5,049,059 persons, of these 2,759,098 were 
males and 2,289,961 were females.  It further 
shows that 52 percent of the labour force is in 
urban areas and 48 percent is in rural areas.

•	 The estimated number of employed population 
in 2017 was 2,971,170 persons, of which 24.1 
percent were formally employed while 75.9 
percent were informally employed.  Overall, 
there were more employed males than females 
estimated at 1,797,957 and 1,173,213 persons 
respectively.

Labour (continued)
•	 Further, the 2017 LFS results showed that 

the unemployment rate was 41.2 percent.  
Unemployment rate was higher among females 
at 48.8 percent than among males at 34.8 
percent.  Rural/urban analysis shows that urban 
areas had a higher unemployment rate of 50.8 
percent compared to 32.2 percent in rural areas.

•	 To ensure compliance with labour legislation, 
laws and policies, the Ministry conducts labour 
inspections and occupational, safety and healthy 
inspections which include Factory Inspections, 
Inspection of Construction and Civil Engineering 
Works, Examination and Testing of Pressure 
Vessels, Inspection of Lifting Machinery. All these 
inspections are conducted in order to ensure the 
promotion of decent work in the country.

•	 The Ministry of Labour and Social Security 
concluded consultations with the stakeholders on 
the comprehensive and broad based labour law 
reforms and has since submitted to the Ministry 
of Justice the following Draft Bills:

- Industrial and Labour Relations 
(Amendment) Bill, 2017;

- The Labour Code Bill, 2017; and

- National Social Protection Bill, 2017.

•	 The Minister of Labour and Social Security 
has issued the new statutory instruments to 
revise the minimum wages. The new Statutory 
Instruments are:

- Minimum Wages and Conditions of 
Employment (Domestic Workers) Order, 
2018.  (Statutory Instruments No. 69 of 
2018).

- Minimum Wages and Conditions of 
Employment (Shop Workers) Order, 2018 
(Statutory Instrument No. 70 of 2018).

- Minimum Wages and Conditions of 
Employment (General) Order, 2018, 
(Statutory Instrument No. 71 of 2018).

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Labour (continued) 
The following regulations have been issued on non-
tax revenue:

- Industrial and Labour Relations (Trade Unions) 
and Employers’ Organisations Regulations, 
2018.

- The Factories (Lifting Machinery) (Inspection 
and Examination) (Fees) Regulations, 2018.

- The Factories (Plant Inspection and 
Examination Fees) Regulations, 2018.

Social
•	 Government remained resolute to reducing 

poverty and vulnerability among its citizens.  

•	 The Social Cash Transfer coverage to each 
beneficiary household increased to 632,020 
households compared to a target of 700,000 
in 2018.  During the year some funds were 
misappropriated leading to some donors 
withdrawing their support to the programme.

•	 The number of household beneficiaries under 
the Food Security Pack Programme decreased 
from 40,000 in the 2016/2017 farming season to 
27,650 in the 2017/2018 farming season against 
a target of 80,000 beneficiaries.

•	 Under the Women’s Development Programme, 
about 21,000 women were empowered with 
productive grants and micro credit in 31 districts.

•	 Government is providing educational support to 
15,082 girls aged between 14 and 18 years.

•	 130 women received K128,000 grants in 
Livingstone and 72 women clubs in Chipata 
received K360,000.

•	 About 230 youths have been resettled at the 
former Mwange Refugee Camp and are involved 
in crop production and animal husbandry.

Social (continued) 
•	 Government has extended social security 

coverage through the National Pension Scheme 
Authority by covering domestic workers, bus 
and taxi drivers, artists, marketeers, traders and 
small scale farmers.

Health
•	 Government continued to strengthen the 

health systems and prioritise the completion 
of on-going construction, supply of drugs, 
procurement of medical equipment, recruitment 
of health personnel and promotion of innovative 
health financing.

•	 253 out of 600 health posts and 9 out of 37 
district hospitals were completed by 2018.

•	 The Japanese Government injected K400m 
grant for phase two of the upgrading of Lusaka 
Health Centres into first level hospitals.

•	 The Irish Government has given Zambia 
assorted medical equipment worth over K15 
million to be used for training specialists.  
215 doctors are already in training against a 
target of 500 specialists to be trained by 2021.  
Specialised training for nurses in areas such 
as Oncology, Public Health and Trauma and 
Emergency has also commenced.

•	 About 10.1 million mosquito nets were 
distributed in 2017/2018.

•	 Immunisation coverage increased from 92 
percent in 2017 to 94 percent in 2018.

•	 The universal routine HIV testing resulted in 
20 percent increase in HIV testing uptake and 
4% increase in treatment uptake.  Out of the 
1.1 million people who are eligible for Anti 
Retroviral Therapy (ART) 800,000 people are on 
treatment, representing a coverage of 72.7%.

•	 Medical storage hubs in Chipata, Choma , 
Mpika and Mansa are now operational.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Transport and 
Telecommunication
•	 Government continued with the ongoing 

road infrastructure projects, including the 
Link Zambia 8000, the Lusaka 400 and the 
Copperbelt 400 projects, whose completion is 
projected to 2021.

•	 Phase 1 of the Lusaka-Ndola dual 
carriageway was launched in 2017.  Financing 
arrangements are being looked into.  

•	 Construction of the Kenneth Kaunda 
International Airport is ongoing and expected 
to be completed in 2019.

•	 Government launched construction of the 
Copperbelt International Airport in 2017.  
Works are estimated at a stage of 13%.

•	 Through the Smart Zambia Master Plan, 
Government continued to invest in, and 
upgrade telecommunications networks 
to improve flow of information among 
Government institutions, entrepreneurs and 
citizens.

•	 Construction of 1,009 towers commenced in 
2018, so far 318 towers have been erected.

•	 55 out of 63 digital broadcasting transmission 
sites have been commissioned.

Water Supply and Sanitation
•	 Government continued with improvement of 

sanitation and water supply infrastructure in 
urban and peri-urban areas to ensure increased 
access to clean and safe drinking water.

•	 Main projects underway were in Lusaka, Ndola, 
Chililabombwe, Mufulira and Chingola, under 
the water utilities companies and Kazungula, 
Matinangala, Mufumbwe, Mwandi, Serenje, 
Nyimba East, Kawambwa and Mansa.

Water Supply and Sanitation 
(continued)
•	 Countrywide, about 3,955 boreholes have 

been sank, while 2,725 boreholes have been 
rehabilitated. 735 boreholes were constructed in 
2018.

•	 Government injected K3 million towards the 
water reticulation project in Chinsali District.

Land Administration and 
Management
•	 Government rolled out the National Land 

Titling Programme with the aim of issuing 
title for at least 300,000 parcels of land.  The 
National Titling Centre located in the Lusaka 
Showgrounds became operational during 2018.

Monetary and Financial 
Sector
•	 The primary objective of the monetary and bank 

supervisory policy remained price stability.

•	 The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided 
at its August 20-21, 2018 meeting to keep the 
policy rate unchanged at 9.75%.  The monetary 
policy rate at the beginning of the year which 
was at 10.25% was reduced to 9.75% in 
February 2018.

•	 The subscription for Government securities 
reduced in the second quarter mainly due 
to liquidity levels in the money market and 
adverse sentiments relating to protracted fiscal 
challenges.  The subscription rates for Treasury 
bills and Government bonds fell to 43.3% and 
94.9% in the second quarter from 92.5% and 
154.5% in the first quarter.

•	 The exchange rate appreciated by 1.9%. in the 
first quarter but has since depreciated by 1.4% in 
the second quarter and by close to 2% by end of 
August 2018.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Monetary and Financial 
Sector (continued)
•	 A strong US dollar and negative market 

sentiment explains the depreciation of the 
Kwacha/US dollar exchange rate.

•	 Monetary policy operations focused on keeping 
the interbank rate within the policy rate corridor. 

•	 Commercial banks nominal average lending 
rates had generally been declining but ended up 
to 24.3% in June 2018 from 24% in March 2018.

•	 A number of institutions have struggled to 
effectively service their indebtedness, a situation 
that will lead to a higher percentage of financial 
institutions non-performing loans and possible 
insolvency occurrences for individuals and 
corporates.  Non performing loans, at 11.9% 
as at 31 August 2018, remained above the 
prudential threshold of 10%.

•	 Domestic credit grew by 1.3% and 2.9% in the 
first and second quarters of 2018 respectively. 
Private Credit to Private Enterprises grew 4.7% 
in the second quarter against a contraction of 
3.5% in the first quarter of 2018.

•	 Lending to Government slowed down to 1.3% in 
the second quarter from 1.7% in the first quarter.

•	 The Government’s external and domestic debt 
requires high revenue collections in order for the 
Government to service the interest and principal 
repayments.  Debt servicing is putting pressure 
on the Treasury.

•	 The Bank of Zambia suspended the licenses for 
the following institutions in 2018 due to failure to 
meet capital adequacy requirements:

- Blue Financial Services
- Focus Financial Services
- Genesis Financial Services

•	 The Banking and Financial Services Act No 7 
of 2017 enacted by parliament on 12 April 2017 
to repeal and replace Banking and Financial 
Services Act 1994 came into effect on 18 May 
2018.

Public Sector
•	 Government has continued to re-align its 

institutions aimed at improving business 
operations, enhancing service delivery and 
bringing about greater participation of people in 
decision making.

•	 Steady progress has been made in the 
implementation of the National Decentralisation 
Policy.

•	 Government plans to implement an automated 
case-flow management system.  This will 
link the Zambia Police Service, National 
Prosecutions Authority, Judiciary, Legal Aid 
Board and Zambia Correctional Services. 

Micro Small and Medium 
Enterprises (MSME’s) and 
the Capital Markets
•	 The Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC) continued to supervise the capital 
markets. The three authorized exchanges are:
Name Acronym Deals in
Lusaka 
Securities 
exchange 

LUSE Shares and 
bonds

Bonds and 
Derivates 
exchange

Badex Derivatives 
exchange

Pan African 
Commodities 
Exchange 
Limited

Panex Commodities

 The LUSE is the only financing licensed 
exchange at the time of the presentation of the 
2019 National Budget.

•	 The all share index showed an increase in 
the semi-annual round January – June 2018 
compared to June 2017 on account of the 
increase in share prices, particularly those 
stocks with a heavy weight in the index.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME’s) and the 
Capital Markets (continued)
•	 Below is the summary of the performance of equities market on LuSE

Jan-June 2017 Jan- June 2018 % Change
† LuSE all share index 4,759.65 5,455.83 14.63
Market Cap excl Shoprite shares outside Zambia (ZMW) 25,939,100,000 28,814,100,000 11.08
Market Cap incl Shoprite share  outside Zambia (ZMW) 60,008,000,000 62,884,000,000 4.79
Turnover (ZMW) 814,336,670 839,939,009 3.14
Volume of share traded 713,982,980 606,917,044 15.00
*Turnover/market cap ratio 0.5293 0.4783% 11
∞Domestic participation 34% 47% 32
∞Foreign participation 66% 53% 20

† Index level as at 30th June 2017 and 2018
* Average turnover/market cap ratio for the period
∞ Average percentage of participation domestic & foreign

•	 Zanaco Bank PLC contributed 92% of the 
volume for the period ending 30 June 2017 
and Copperbelt Energy Corporation PLC 
contributed 63% of the total volume for the 
period ending 30 June 2018.

•	 As can be seen from the above Turnover/
Market-Cap Ratio, liquidity remained a 
challenge.

•	 The corporate debt market did not record any 
trading activities for both periods.

•	 Government continues to look for solutions 
to the challenges that the Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises face such as access 
to finance, markets, technology and the 
development of entrepreneurial skills.

•	 Access to capital, both long term and working 
capital continued to be a major problem to 
SMEs during 2018.

•	 Government continued to recapitalize and fund 
the National Savings and Credit Bank and the 
Citizens Economic Empowerment fund.

•	 The Value Chain Clusters Development 
Programme being spearheaded by the 
Citizens Economic Empowerment Commission 

in around 42 districts nationwide continued to 
fund various projects.

•	 The inclusion of local contractors in the 
infrastructure development program was 
welcomed by those who participated in the 
schemes. Challenges of lack of transparency 
in the advertisement and allocation of such 
projects have become a source of concern.  
Furthermore, for contractors who accessed 
funding from the financial markets, the high 
interest rates and delayed payments by 
Government has led to financial distress and 
potential insolvency.

•	 For the SMEs in the agricultural sector, 
the increasing input costs and significantly 
reduced producer prices have led to reduced 
margins and difficulties in continued enterprise 
operations.  The prices of wheat, maize, 
number 3 maize meal, wheat bran and maize 
bran reduced significantly in 2017 due to 
bumper harvests.  This however supported the 
livestock sector.  The supply of these products 
in the second half of 2018 appears to have 
significantly reduced and the related prices are 
increasing.

•	 The first business incubation centre was 
established at Kabwe Institute of Technology.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Mining 
•	 Copper production increased by 10.7% to 

410,919 for the first half of 2018 from 371,225 in 
2017.  The improved copper prices on the World 
market contributed to increased production.

•	 The table below shows the copper production 
during the first half of 2018 and the comparative 
period in 2017.

•	 Copper prices increased to around US$6,266.61 
per tonne by about 20 September 2018.

•	 Mopani commissioned the synclinorium shaft at 
Mopani and thus resulted in increased copper 
production.

•	 The improved copper grade at Konkola has led 
to increased production volumes.

•	 An online production reporting module is being 
used to capture production and this enhances 
the tax collection through effective monitoring of 
mineral production.

•	 Government has commenced the process of 
developing a local content strategy for the mining 
sector and increase the contribution of the sector 
to the economic development of the country.

•	 There are projects underway at different stages 
which are likely to commence mining activities 
between 2020 and 2024 in Siavonga, Mumbwa 
and Mufulira.

•	 Some pre-feasibility studies have already been 
conducted and definitive feasibility studies may 
be finalised soon in readiness for production to 
commence.

•	 It remains Government policy to promote 
diversification in the mining sector by empowering 
small scale miners to graduate to medium miners 
and later to large scale miners.

 Government continues to be committed to 
promoting other minerals apart from copper 
such as Gemstones and industrial minerals to 
increase contributions to this growth of other 
sectors. 

Average Copper 
prices during the 
year (US$/tonne)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

7,079.88

6,795.25

6,821.20

6,247.62

7,001.33

6,838.07

6,954.12

6,039.26

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries
•	 Government continued to focus on increasing 

agricultural production, stepping up the 
agricultural diversification programme and 
improving food security and nutrition.

•	 The palm oil plantation and processing project 
in Muchinga Province was acquired during 
the year.  It will include use of an outgrower 
scheme.

•	 The Kawambwa Tea Estate has been revived 
and is fully operational.  So far K30 million has 
been invested in the estate.

•	 900 soyabean farmers have been linked to 
Global Industries Limited in Ndola who are 
processing soya beans.

•	 151 groundnut farmers have been linked to 
Abundant Foods Limited in Kitwe.

•	 The electronic voucher (E-voucher) system 
was rolled out to all the districts in the 
2017/2018 farming season.  5,800 agro-
dealers participated in the supply of inputs.

•	 To support aquaculture enterprise 
development, government is facilitating the 
development of five out-grower clusters in 
Bangweulu, Chipepo, Rufunsa, Kasempa and 
Mungwi in order to contribute to increased fish 
production.

•	 The Citizens Economic Empowerment 
Commission (CEEC) has invested more than 
K27 million in the aquaculture sector aimed 
at improving fish farming in Zambia.  This 
is being implemented by the department 
of fisheries with support from the African 
Development Bank (AfDB).

Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (continued)
•	 Government has embarked on the 

development and commercialisation of farm 
blocks in each of the 10 provinces of Zambia 
for agribusiness investments.

•	 In June 2018, the World Bank approved 
US$14.6 million under the Climate Investment 
Funds to help create a private sector approach 
for smallholder farmers affected by climate 
change in Zambia. The funds will assist the 
government to integrate smallholder farmers 
into the value chain by establishing the much 
needed linkages to the market.

ICT and Communication
•	 ZICTA had issued a total of seventy eight (78) 

valid licenses for operators in the ICT sector, 
a decline of 10.3 percent on a year to date 
comparison when compared to the eighty six 
(86) valid Licences that existed at the end of 
June, 2017. 

•	 As at the end of June, 2018, a total of fourteen 
(15) Licences were issued to operators in the 
Postal and Courier services sector. 

•	 The total number of active mobile telephony 
subscriptions increased by 11.3 percent to reach 
13.8 million active mobile subscriptions at the 
end of June, 2018 compared to 12.4 million 
active subscriptions reported at the end of June, 
2017.

	 	
Table 1: Trends in Active Mobile Telephony 
Subscriptions, Growth and Penetration Rates; 
Jun 2017- June, 2018
Year Jun,2017 Jun,2018
subscriptions 12,429,675 13,836,616
Penetration Rates 75.8% 81.9%
Growth Rates in 
Subscription 3.4% 3.0%

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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ICT and Communication 
(continued)
•	 By the end of June, 2018, there were a total of 

6,989 telecommunication sites operational in 
the country compared to 5,656 reported at the 
end of June 2017 representing an improvement 
of 24 percent. The proportion of 4G/LTE sites 
has been increasing steadily and is expected to 
continue on the positive trajectory in the medium 
term as operators invest more in the technology. 
The mobile telephone subsector is estimated 
to have recorded a minimal decline in revenue 
performance from ZMW 2.14 billion recorded in 
the first half of 2017 to ZMW 1.98 billion reported 
in the first half of 2018 representing a decrease 
of 8 percent. 

•	 Access to Internet services in the country 
increased by 33 percent from a total of 5.9 
million internet users reported at the end of June, 
2017 to 7.9 million users reported at the end of 
June, 2018. 

•	 The average capacity contracted for mobile 
internet across the four major internet services 
providers increased from 4,634 Mbps in the first 
half of 2017 to 6,264 Mbps in the first half of 
2018 representing an increase of 35.2 percent.  
Similarly, average utilisation increased from 
3,233 Mbps in the first half of 2017 to 5,121 
Mbps in the first half of 2018 representing an 
increase of 58.4 percent. 

•	 The total volume of data utilised across all the 
four major mobile internet providers increased 
from 24,825 TB in the first half of 2017 to 40,217 
TB in the first half of 2018 representing an 
increase of 62 percent.

•	 In March 2018, ZICTA officially announced that 
it had given a notification to award a 4th mobile 
network operator licence to UZI Zambia Limited. 
The notification was for a Network Licence under 
the International Market Segment and a Service 
Licence under the National Market Segment. 

•	 MTN Zambia is rolling out more than 500 new 
mobile money kiosks in addition to the opening 

Table 2: Trends in Access to Internet Services; 
June, 2017 - June, 2018
Internet Usage June, 2017 June,2018
Internet Subscription – 
Fixed Wireless 31,822 37,392

Internet users Per 100 
Inhabitants 0.19 0.22

Mobile Internet Users - 
Smartphones/Blackberry/
Dongles

5,886,545 7,858,186

Mobile Internet users Per 
100 Inhabitants 35.9% 46.5%

Internet Users – fixed 
wireless & Mobile Internet 
Usage

5,918,367 7,895,578

Internet Usage Per 100 
Inhabitants 36.1% 46.8%

Source: Submissions by Operators to ZICTA

ICT and Communication 
(continued) 

•	 of more than 3,000 new retail points aimed at 
providing convenience for the company’s 6 
million subscribers countrywide. 

•	 As LTE and 3G technologies become more 
widespread on local networks, uptake of mobile 
internet services has continued to increase.  The 
increasing availability of affordable handheld 
devices such as smart phones and tablets 
supported by a favourable tax rate applied 
on such devices has also supported growth 
in mobile internet usage. Further, increased 
adoption of OTTs such as WhatsApp as well 
as a surge in uptake and intensity of usage for 
social media platforms like facebook, tweeter, 
Instagram continues to drive the growth in 
mobile internet usage in the country. In addition, 
some traditional Internet service Providers are 
now providing LTE mobile internet services to 
their clients.

•	 Subscription to fixed internet services increased 
by 17.5 percent from 31,800 subscribers 
reported in June, 2017 to 37,400 subscribers 
reported in in June, 2018.  The majority of 
fixed internet subscribers are corporates 
mainly on account of the higher capacities and 
the associated higher cost which is not very 
favourable for households.

Review of 2018 Economic Performance (Continued)
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Budget Highlights

Abolishment 
of VAT and the 

reintroduction of 
sales tax

Taxation
The Honourable Minister of Finance in her Budget 
Speech indicated that the main objectives of the 
revenue measures are to support the expenditure 
measures outlined in the Budget address.

Personal Taxation
No changes have been made to the tax bands in the 
2019 Budget.  The 2018 Tax Bands therefore will 
apply to the Fiscal Year to 31 December 2019 as 
follows:

Year to 31 December 2019  
Year to 31 December 2018

b)   Annual basis

% %

First K39,600 per annum Nil First K39,600 per annum Nil

Next K9,600 per annum 25 Next K9,600 per annum 25

Next K25,200 per annum 30 Next K25,200 per annum 30

Above K74,400 per annum 37.5 Above K74,400 per annum 37.5

b)   Monthly basis
 

Year to 31 December 2019 Year to 31 December 2018

Income Band Rate
% Income Band Rate

%
K0-K3,300.00 Nil K0-K3,300.00 Nil

K3,300.01 – K4,100.00 25 K3,300.01 – K4,100.00 25

K4,100.01 – K6,200.00 30 K4,100.01 – K6,200.00 30

Above K6,200.00 37.5 Above K6,200.00 37.5
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Budget Highlights (Continued)

 31 December 31 December
Company Tax 2019 2018
 % %
Tax rates
Farming
- Local 10 10
- Export of cotton 35 35

Rural manufacturing business for first 5 years 30 30
Export of non-traditional products 15 15
Other sources:
- Manufacturing 35 35
- Others  35 35
- Fertilizers  15 15

Trusts, deceased or bankrupt estates 35 35

Banks 35 35

Companies listed on the Lusaka Stock Exchange:
- Existing 33 33
- New (only for the first year the company gets 2% discount 
 on the applicable tax rate).
- New with more than 33% shares held by Zambians 32.5 32.5
 (the 5% discount applies to the particular rate of 
 income tax).

Mining:
- All other mining companies (mining industrial minerals) 30 30
- Tolling 30 30
- Income earned from processing of purchased
   Mineral ores, concentrates and any other 
   Semi – processed minerals 30 30
- Mineral royalty: (final tax)  
 - Underground mining operations 6 6
 - Open cast mining operations 9 9
  (* see changes proposed as per “Mining Taxation 
  Changes” later)
- Capital allowances
 Rate for capital equipment 25 25
-  Implements, machinery and plant used in the 
   generation of electricity 50 50
- Implements, machinery and plant used in farming 100 100

- Capital expenditure on new projects to be ring- 
 fenced and deductible when production commences.

- A reference price deemed to be at arm’s length, will be the 
 basis for assessing of mineral royalties on base metals, 
 gemstones and precious metals.  The reference price shall be 
 the price tenable at the London Metal Exchange, Metal Bulletin 
 or any other commodity exchange market recognized by the 
 Commissioner General. 
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Budget Highlights (Continued)

Company Tax (continued) 31 December 31 December
 2019  2018
 % %
Telecommunications:
- On income up to K250 million 35 35
- Excess income 40 40
Companies that add value to copper cathodes 15 35
Others:
- Carry forward of losses for 10 years for the energy 
 sector extended to businesses generating electricity 
 using other sources of energy such as  wind and solar.

- Advance income tax on commercial imports by
 non registered traders 15 15

- Refund of up to 15% of expenses incurred in
 shooting movies locally

- All statutory bodies will be mandated to pay tax on 
   rental income at the rate of 10 per cent 10 10

-  Insurance Premium levy  3 3

-  Skills Development levy 0.5 0.5

-  Tourism levy 1.5 1.5

Withholding Tax
Individuals
- Interest (final tax) 15 15
- Dividends (final tax) 15 15
- Dividends earned by individuals from companies
 listed on LuSE 0 0
- Royalties, management and consultancy fees - resident 15 15
-  Royalties, management and consultancy fees – non-resident 20 20
- Rents (final tax) 10 10
- Commissions - resident 15 15
- Commissions - non - resident 20 20

New Tax Regime on Casino, Lottery, Betting and Gaming

Casino live games (gross takings) 20 20
Casino machine games (gross takings) 25 20
Lottery winnings (net winnings) 35 20
Betting (gross stakes) 10 20
Gaming at K250 to K500 per machine per month -  20
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Budget Highlights (Continued)

Turnover Tax
Companies with turnover of K800 million and below are taxed on the basis of turnover tax from 1 January, 
2019, the current turnover tax regime will be abolished and a flat rate of 4 percent on business turnover will be 
introduced.

This will make the taxation of small and medium enterprises simpler and encourage compliance.

Withholding Tax (continued) 31 December 31 December
                          2019              2018
                %   %
• Persons other than individuals
 Dividends (final tax)
 - other 15 15
 - mining 0 0
 - non-residents 20 15

 Interest (not final tax)
 - other 15 15
 - mining 15 15
 - MFEZ and Industrial parks (foreign contractors) 0 0
 - non-residents 20 15

 Royalties, management and consultancy fees – resident 15 15
 Royalties, management and consultancy fees – non-resident 20 20
 - commissions, public entertainment fees and 
  contractor – non-resident 20 20
 - mining companies 15 15
 - MFEZ and Industrial Parks (foreign contractors) 0 0
 - Commissions 15 15
 - Branch profits distribution 20 15

• Other payments
 - Non-resident contractors 20 20
 - Public entertainment fees (non-resident only) 20 20

• Property transfer tax
 - On the realisable value of the property 5 5
  (Property means: any land and improvements thereon
  and any share issued by a company in Zambia)

- Exclusion from liabilities of interest on related party loans
 used to purchase shares, unless conducted at arm’s length

- Sale or transfer of mining right 10 10
- Transfer of intellectual property 5 5
- On the value attributable to a Zambian asset where indirect

ownership or control changes outside the Republic of Zambia 5 5
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Budget Highlights (Continued)

Transfer pricing
As transfer pricing cases normally take longer to conclude due to their complexity, it is proposed to amend 
the statutory limitation requirement to retain records for up to six years and allow for assessments to be 
made beyond the period of six years but not beyond ten years.  A penalty for non-compliance with transfer 
pricing regulations will be increased from ten thousand penalty units to eighty million penalty units.

Non-Tax Revenues Effective 
 date

• It is proposed to adjust upwards to cost reflective levels various
fees which have not been revised for a long time for services 
provided by the Government. 01/01/2019

• From 2020 onwards, revision of fees and fines are to be indexed
to inflation and adjusted every two years.

VAT  

• This is to be abolished and replaced with Sales Tax.  However, 
Zambia Revenue Authority will finalise audits of all outstanding 
VAT refund claims and enforce all outstanding VAT assessments             TBA
to collect any unpaid taxes.  Government also remains committed 
to settling the verified VAT refund claims so far accumulated.

Interest Allowable As Deduction  

• Interest allowable for deduction for business purposes will be 
limited to 30 percent of the earnings before interest, tax, depreciation 
and armotisation.  This measure however, excludes businesses on the 
turnover tax system and businesses registered under the Banking and 
Financial Services Act and the Insurance Act. 01/01/2019

Customs and Excise Duty  

• Introduce on excise duty of 30 ngwee per litre on non-alcoholic 
beverages.  This measure is to protect local manufacturers of 
non-alcoholic beverages from unfair competition while 
discouraging import dependence. 01/01/2019 

• To promote access to off-grid efficient energy solutions, 
customs duty on LED lights is suspended. 01/01/2019

• To encourage value addition and further investment in the leather 
industry, the ban on raw hides and skin exports is to be lifted and 
introduce an export duty of 10 percent. 01/01/2019
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Budget Highlights (Continued)

Customs and Excise Duty (continued)  
                                                                                                                             Effective date
• Excise duty on plastic carrier bags to be increased from 20 to 

30 percent, to discourage their use and curtail the negative 
impact on the environment. 01/01/2019

• Customs duty on used and retreaded tyres to be increased from 
25 percent or K3.00 per kg to 40 percent or K5.00 per kg. 01/01/2019

• Duty on powdered milk to be increased for 5 to 15 percent. 01/01/2019

• The period of absence from Zambia required for a returning 
resident to qualify for a rebate on duty payable on a motor vehicle 
per household to be increased from 2 years to 4 years. 01/01/2019

• To rationalize incentives, it is proposed to remove customs duty 
rebates on construction of shopping malls. 01/01/2019

Mining Taxation Changes  

• The following measures were announced: -

i. Mineral royalty rates to be increased by 1.5 percentage points at 
all levels of the sliding scale. 01/01/2019

ii. Introduce a fourth tier rate at 10 percent on the sliding scale 
mineral royalty regime applicable when copper prices rise beyond 
US$7,500 per metric tonne. 01/01/2019

iii. Make mineral royalty tax non-deductible for income tax purposes. 01/01/2019

iv. Introduce an import duty at the rate of 5 percent on copper and 
cobalt, concentrates. 01/01/2019

v. Introduce an export duty on precious metals including gold, 
precious stones and gemstones at the rate of 15 percent. 01/01/2019

vi. Lift the suspension of the export duty on manganese ores 
and concentrates and increase this duty from 10 percent to 
15 percent. 01/01/2019
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Corporate Investment Banking

Reshaping African Banking

Registered Commercial Bank

• Always on-banking with 24/7 internet access
• Invest for long or short-term financing of future projects for your business 
• Investment plans at competitive interest rates
• 74 locations in Zambia
• Great forex deals

In today’s competitive world you need a banking partner that understands you and your business. 
A partner that brings you world class solutions that will drive your success. Whatever your business we offer 
solutions to fit your needs exactly - seamless internet banking… and your very own personal banker.

Business support across Africa. 
That’s success. 

For more information visit us at  Atlas Mara Zambia, your nearest Atlas Mara branch, call 202 toll-free (Airtel/MTN) and 
0211 224459/0211 237022 or go to www.atlasmarazambia.com

atlasmarazambia.com
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Download the Atlas Mara 
research app today:
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Detailed Analysis of Budget 

Revenue Note 2019
K’million %

2018
K’million %

Mineral Royalty Tax                                                        4,887.60 5.6 3,527.74          4.9

Income Tax 1 23,291.35 26.8 20,337.61 28.4

Value Added Tax 14,862.47 17.2 12,369.47 17.3

Customs and Excise duty 2 8,410.79 9.7 8,098.70 11.3

Domestic Debt 4,164.21 4.8 11.153.29 15.6

Non-Tax Revenue 4,634.59 5.3 4,753.50 6.6
Total Domestic Revenue and 
Financing 60,251.01 69.4 60,240.31 84.1

Foreign Grants and Loans

Project financing 3 18,731.88 21.6 9,997.08 14.0

Non-project financing 4 7,825.00 9.0 1,425.00 2.0

Total Foreign Grants and Loans 26,556.88 30.6 11,422.08 15.9

Total Revenue and Financing 86,807.89 100 71,662.39 100

Notes: K’million K’million
 2019 2018
1) Income tax  
 Company income tax 7,221.61 6,115.94  
 PAYE 11,421.00 10,264.02  
 Withholding and other taxes  4,648.74   3,957.64  
  23,291.35 20,337.61  
2) Customs and excise duty   
 Customs duty 3,537.75 3,302.25  
 Export duty 149.15 51.62
 Excise duty 4,723.89 4,744.83  
  8,410.79 8,098.70   
 
3) Project Financing
 Project loans 16,807.70 7,558.78  
 Project grant 1,924.18 2,438.30  
  18,731.88 9,997.08  
 
4) Non-project Financing 
 Programme loans 7,825.00 1,425.00   
  7,825.00 1,425.00   
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Expenditure Note 2019
K’million %

2018
K’million %

General Public Services 1 31,277.1 36.0 25,898.3 36.1

Defence 5,072.4 5.8 3,498.22 4.9

Public Order and Safety 2,865.5 3.3 2,144.57 3.0

Economic Affairs 2 20,651.1 23.8 17,258.33 24.1

Environmental Protection 875.1 1.0 951.35 1.3

Housing and Community Amenities 3 2,238.7 2.6 816.62 1.1

Health 4 8,069.1 9.3 6,781.56 9.5

Recreation, Culture and Religion 297.3 0.3 451.16 0.6

Education 5 13,274.5 15.4 11,561.64 16.1

Social Protection 6 2,187.1 2.5 2,301.26 3.2

Total expenditure 86,807.9 100 71,662.38 100

Notes:  K’million

1) The total amount includes:  
 - Local Government Equalisation Fund  1,164.57
 - External  debt payment  14,947.01 
 - Domestic Debt payment  8,626.28 
     - Compensation and awards  200.00  
 - Zambia Revenue Authority  900.00 
 - Public Affairs and Summit meetings  176.48
 - Constituency development Fund  249.00
  
2) The total amount includes:  
 - Road infrastructure   6,501.67 
 - Strategic Food Reserves  672.00 
 - Farmer Input Support Programme (e-voucher)  1,428.00 
 - Rural Electrification Fund  182.46
 - Energy Power Infrastructure  415.76 
 -  International Airport  1,592.85  

3) The total amount includes: 
 - Other Water supply and sanitation       804.06
 - Lusaka Sanitation Project (Millennium Challenge) 175.00
 -  Kafue bulk Water supply and sanitation 267.75
 - Kafulafuta Water supply scheme project 416.63
 - Nkana Water supply and sanitation project 304.50 
 - Markets and bus stations          16.81
 
4) The total amount includes:  
 - Drugs and Medicals Supplies   900.08 
 - Health Infrastructure  620.19
 -  Hospital operations  725.88 
 

Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Notes:         K’million

5) The total amount includes:  
 - School Infrastructure (Primary & Secondary)   258.81 
 - Other University and College Infrastructure   158.97
 - FTJ Luapula University  442.67
 - Student Loans and Scholarships  557.00
 -  Skills Development Fund  163.99 
 
6) The total amount includes:  
 - Public Service Pension Fund   1,060.55   
 - Social Cash Transfer  699.49 
 - Food Security Pack and Public welfare  110.88
 
 

Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Expenditure
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Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Detailed Analysis of Budget  (Continued)
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Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.

Free family funeral cover 
when you’re not there.
Shield your family no matter what.
At Sanlam we pride ourselves in planning for tomorrow and we understand how 
important financial security is for you and your family.  That’s why we have developed 
Sanlam Angel Life – an affordable funeral cover for up to 22 family members and even 
when you’re not there your family is covered – with no further payments.

Get Sanlam Angel Life from as low as K130 per month for cover of up to K30 000.

Call 0211 257713 or email customercare@sanlam.co.zm today and shield your family 
no matter what.

Terms & conditions apply
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Tax Measures Specified by 
Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA)

DIRECT TAXES
•	 Reduce the company income tax rate to 15 

percent from 35 percent for companies that 
add value to copper cathodes.

 The measure is intended encourage local 
value addition and employment creation in the 
copper sub-sector.

•	 Limit the deductibility of interest on debts 
owed by a taxpayer to 30 percent of the 
Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation 
and Amortization (EBITDA) for purposes of 
company income tax.

 The proposed measure is intended to 
tackle tax base erosion through interest 
deductions and is in line with the G20 & the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Base Erosion on Profit 
Shifting (BEPS)Action 4 on limiting base 
erosion through interest deductions and other 
financial payments. However, due to the limits 
on leverage already imposed through the 
prudential regulations, it is proposed to exclude 
taxpayers engaged primarily in Banking and 
Insurance.

•	 Increase the withholding tax rate on 
dividends, interest and branch profit 
remittance to 20 percent from 15 percent.

 Currently, there is 15 percent withholding tax 
on dividends payable to non-residents, interest 
payments, and branch profit remittances. 
On the other hand, withholding tax on 
commissions, management and consultancy 
fees, royalties and contractors’ fees is charged 
at 20 percent. This measure is intended to 
harmonise the withholding tax rate at 20 
percent for all payments to non-residents.

•	 Increase the mineral royalty rate on cobalt 
to 8 percent from the current 5 percent.

 Unlike the sliding scale for copper, the mineral 
royalty rate for cobalt is currently a fixed rate 
of 5 percent. On the international market, 
cobalt prices have been trading above US$50, 
000.00 per metric tonne during the recent 

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 
 past. This measure is therefore intended 

to increase the revenue uptake from cobalt 
exports in this environment characterized by 
upward trending prices for the metal.

•	 Make mineral royalty a non-deductible levy 
for income tax purposes.

 Currently, mineral royalty is deductible for 
purposes of computing company income tax. 
This measure is aimed at making mineral 
royalty a final tax which will increase the 
taxable base for company income tax and 
therefore enhance revenue collection from the 
mining sector. 

•	 Increase mineral royalty rates by 1.5 
percentage points at all levels of the 
sliding scale and introduce a fourth tierat 
10 percent which should apply when 
copper prices rise beyond US$7,500.00. 

Table 1: Current and Proposed Mineral Royalty 
Rates 
Norm Price Range Current 

Mineral 
Royalty Rates

Proposed 
Mineral 

Royalty Rates
Less than 
US$4,500

4 percent 5.5 percent

US$4,500 but less 
than US$6,000

5 percent 6.5 percent

US$6,000 but less 
than US $7,500

6 percent 7.5 percent

US$7,500 and 
above

10 percent

This proposal is intended to enable Zambia to 
benefit from the upward trending metal prices on the 
international market. Currently, mineral royalty is paid 
on the gross value range on a sliding scale starting 
from the rate of4 percent to 6 percent. 

•	 Amend Paragraph 5(c) of the Charging 
Schedule in order to abolish the tax 
incentive that was granted to Sun 
International Limited under the 1999 
Development Agreement. 

 This provision gives an incentive of paying 
company income tax at the rate of 15 
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Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 percent to Sun International Limited and 

its successors leading to distortions. The 
incentive does not have a sunset clause and 
runs for an indefinite period. Therefore, this 
incentive gives an unfair advantage to Sun 
International Limited as other players in the 
tourism sector pay company tax at the rate 
of 35 percent. The removal of this provision 
will level the playing field as Sun International 
Limited and its successors will no longer pay 
company tax at the rate of 15 percent. 

•	 Abolish the 20 percent casino levy and 
introduce a new tax regime on casino, 
lottery, betting and gaming to allow for 
better regulation of the Industry as follows: 

I. Casino live games at 20 percent of 
gross takings;

II. Casino machine games at 35 percent of 
gross takings; 

III. Lottery winnings at 35 percent of net 
proceeds;

IV. Betting at 10 percent of gross stakes; 
and

V. Gaming at K250 to K500 per machine 
per month.

•	 In addition, appoint the Zambia Revenue 
Authority as an interim regulator for the 
gaming and betting Industry In order to 
handle the transition as new modalities of 
taxing the gambling and betting are being 
worked out. 

 This measure is intended to strengthen the 
regulation and taxation of the gaming and 
betting industry in Zambia. 

•	 Amend Section 89(3) of the Mines and 
Minerals Development Act to extend the 
liability to account for mineral royalty, 
where it has not been accounted for, to any 
person in possession of the minerals.

 Currently, this requirement is limited to a person 
who does not hold a Mining Licence. The 
implication is that a holder of a Mining Licence 
is not obliged to account for mineral royalty 
when he is in possession of minerals on which 
mineral royalty has not been accounted for. 

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 This measure will thus place an obligation on 

anyone in possession, whether or not they hold 
a licence.

•	 Amend paragraph 23 of the Fifth Schedule 
to the Income Tax Act by replacing the term 
non-contiguous with a more precise term 
without losing the concept of ring-fencing.

 Owing to new developments in the mining 
industry, there is need to review the definition 
of the term non-contiguous in order to maintain 
the original concept of ring  fencing in the 
current circumstances. This measure is 
intended to clarify that non  contiguous means, 
“not one despite touching or sharing a common 
border”.

•	 Amend Paragraph 5(c) of the Charging 
Schedule to clarify that where the non  
traditional product is from farming or agro-
processing, the corporate income tax rate 
shall be 10 percent.

 Currently, the corporate tax rates applicable 
to taxpayers in agro-processing and farming 
is 10 percent whereas that applicable on 
non-traditional products is 15 percent. It may 
therefore appear that should an agro-processor 
export, the applicable rate increases to 15 
percent.

 This measure is meant to clarify that where the 
non-traditional export is from farming or agro-
processing, the rate shall still be 10 percent.

•	 Amend the Ninth Schedule to the Income 
Tax Act to change the Turnover Tax 
regime to a flat rate of 4 percent from the 
graduated rates prescribed in the Ninth 
Schedule.

 This measure is intended to simplify the 
application of Turnover Tax. Currently, 
businesses with a turnover up to K800, 000.00 
per annum are taxed based on turnover at the 
rate of 3 percent plus specific presumptive 
amounts.

•	 Amend Section 2 of the Income Tax 
Act to introduce a definition of the term 
“approved Public Benefit Organisation”.
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Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 The proposed provision will read as 

follows:

 “Approved Public Benefit Organisation” means 
a public benefit organisation that has been 
so approved by the Minister of Finance in 
accordance with Section 41 of the Income Tax 
Act.

 This measure is intended to provide 
a definition of an approved Public 
Benefit Organisation in order to simplify 
administration.

•	 Amend Paragraph 6 (1) and (2) of the 
Second Schedule to the Income Tax Act 
to include the term ‘approved’ to clarify 
that the income tax exemption provided 
under the Income Tax Act is only available 
to a Public Benefit Organisation that has 
been approved by the Minister of Finance 
pursuant to Section 41.

 The amendment will provide clarity that, for 
any organisation providing service of a public 
nature to be exempt from income tax, it should 
have first been approved by the Minister of 
Finance under Section 41 of the Income TaxAct.

•	 Amend Paragraph 3(1)(g) of the Charging 
Schedule to include the term ‘approved’ to 
provide clarity that the 15 percent rate of 
tax applies only to income generated by an 
approved Public Benefit Organisation.

 The measure will provide clarity that the 15 
percent rate of tax only applies to income 
generated by an approved Public Benefit 
Organisation.

•	 Amend Sections 30A and 33 of the Income 
Tax Act to provide for the use of the average 
Bank of Zambia (BOZ) mid-rate for the 
accounting period when computing 
indexed losses and capital allowances.

 Section 55 of the Income Tax Act was amended 
in 2017 to provide for the use of the average 
BOZ mid-rate for the accounting period when 
translating books of accounts held in US Dollar. 
However, Sections 30Aand 33 that have a link 

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 with Section 55 were not amended to reflect that 

change. This measure, therefore harmonises 
the Kwacha exchange rate to be used on both 
the translation of books of accounts and the 
indexation of losses and capital allowances .

•	 Amend Section 33 of the Income Tax Act 
to provide clarity on the granting of capital 
allowances on an annual basis irrespective 
of how the accounts are drawn or prepared.

 This proposal is intended to provide for granting 
of capital allowances for a full charge year 
regardless of how the accounts have been 
drawn (whether longer or shorter than a full 
charge year). The current treatment is that 
capital allowances are granted on a charge 
year basis and not based on how accounts have 
been drawn.

•	 Repeal Paragraph 3 (Insurance and other 
business) of the Third Schedule to the 
Income Tax Act because the provision is 
now redundant.

 The measure seeks to remove from the Act 
a redundant provision that guides on the tax 
treatment of profits. The current provision 
provides that insurance companies are allowed 
to carry on life insurance and any other 
insurance business. However, insurance 
companies are prohibited from carrying out both 
life and non-life insurance business.

•	 Amend Section 55 to include the term ‘and 
other related documents’ to the list of 
records that a taxpayer should maintain and 
provide.

 This measure is intended to make it mandatory 
for all records in support of accounts to be in 
English. The current wording only specifies 
books and accounts. This means that contracts, 
for instance, may be kept in any language other 
than English.

§	 Amend Section 65 of the Income Tax Act 
to allow assessments in transfer pricing 
cases to be made beyond the period of 6 
years but not exceeding 10 years.
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Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 Transfer pricing audits generally take longer 

than normal audits because of their complex 
nature and the need for gathering of information 
of the persons transacting. For instance, 
completing transfer pricing audits may require 
exchange of information between Zambia and 
the tax jurisdiction of the taxpayer’s related 
parties. The exchange of information is 
another lengthy process. Due to the foregoing, 
the six year period limitation is not adequate for 
transfer pricing audits

 This measure therefore, seeks to allow 
assessments in transfer pricing cases to be 
made beyond the period of six years.

§	 Amend Section 55 of the Income Tax 
Act and other relevant provisions of the 
Income Tax Act on record keeping to extend 
the requirement to retain records beyond 6 
years in respect of documents for transfer 
pricing purposes.

 This measure seeks to reinforce the proposal 
to raise assessments for transfer pricing 
beyond 6 years.

§	 Amend Section 97C (7) on provIsIons 
supplementary to Section 97A to increase 
the penalties for non-compliance with 
Transfer Pricing Regulation to 80 million 
penalty units (K24,000,000) from 10,000 
penalty units (K3000).

 Currently, the penalty for non-compliance with 
Transfer Pricing Regulations is 10,000 units 
which is equivalent to K3, 000.00. Following the 
issuance of the Transfer Pricing Regulations 
that have provided for maintenance and 
provision of documentation on controlled 
transactions, the penalty of K3, 000 is not 
punitive enough to compel the companies to 
comply with documentation rules. Therefore, 
this measure is expected to make the penalties 
for non-compliance to transfer pricing provisions 
more punitive.

§	 Amend Section 44 of the Income Tax 
Act to provide for the non-deduction of 
any contingent employee related benefit 
provision not actually paid out to the 
employee in a charge year.

DIRECT TAXES (continued)
 This measure is meant to align the timing 

of the employer’s deductions on specific 
provisions with tax payments under Pay-As-
You-Earn. This will curb the potential abuse 
associated with these contigent provisions 
that are used to reduce chargeable income. 
Currently, taxpayers that have made specific 
provisions in their books of accounts on 
employee costs are allowed to claim such 
provisions when computing gains and profits 
of the businesses. However, some employers 
neglect to make reversals for provisions where 
no actual payment has materialized.

•	 Introduce withholding of Turnover Tax 
at the applicable rate of Turnover Tax on 
payment for goods or services supplied 
to agents appointed by the Commissioner 
General.

 The measure is intended to introduce the 
withholding of Turnover Tax by agents 
appointed by the Commissioner General. 
Currently, the withholding mechanism by 
agents appointed by the Commissioner 
General is only applicable to VAT registered 
suppliers. This measure seeks to extend the 
withholding mechanism to apply on payments 
made to businesses on Turnover Tax by 
agents appointed by the Commissioner 
General.

INSURANCE PREMIUM LEVY
§	 Amend Section 4 of the Insurance Premium 

Levy Act to provide for issuance of 
fiscalised invoices.

 The proposed wording is as follows:
	 Every person required to charge 

Insurance Premium Levy shall issue 
invoices to customers using an Electronic 
Fiscal Device.

 The Insurance Premium Levy Act refers to 
the Value Added Tax (VAT) Act on a number 
of aspects. This measure will extend the 
requirement to use electronic fiscal devices for 
insurance businesses in much the same way 
as it is for Value Added Tax registered suppliers.
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Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

INSURANCE PREMIUM LEVY
(continued)
§	 Amend Section 5 of the Insurance Premium 

Levy Act to align the due date for the 
payment with that of the return.

The due date for the insurance premium levy 
return is the 18th of the month following the 
month of the transaction as it is aligned to 
the VAT Act. However, the payment date is 
specified as 14th of the month following the 
month of the transaction implying that the 
return and payment are not due on the same 
date. This measure will thus align the two due  
dates. 

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
LEVY
§	 Amend Section 100 of the Income Tax Act 

to provide for specific penalties for Skill 
Development Levy offences.

Table 3: Current and Proposed Penalty Rates for 
Skills Development Levy
Offence Current Proposed

Negligence
17.5 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

0.25 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

Wilful default
35 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

0.5 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

Fraud
52.5 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

0.75 percent of the 
under declared 
amount.

Currently, there are no specific penalties for incorrect 
declaration in relation to the Skills Development 
Levy. Therefore, offences for incorrect declaration 
in relation to the levy are subjected to penalties that 
are applicable to corporate income tax as prescribed 
under Section 100 of the Income Tax Act which 
are quite high relative to the rate of the levy. This 
measure seeks to introduce penalties specific to the 
Skills Development Levy in order to bring in equity 
as the specific penalty structure will charge penalties 
that are in a way commensurate to the rate of the 
levy.

TOURISM LEVY
§	 Amend the Tourism and Hospitality Act to 

provide for issuance of fiscalised invoices.

 The measure is meant to create a legal basis 
to require the Tourism Levy to be accounted 
for using fiscal devices as prescribed by the 
Commissioner General.

VALUE ADDED TAX
§	 Abolish VAT and replace it with a Sales Tax.

This measure is intended to enhance 
the contribution of consumption taxes to 
Government revenue.

§	 Amend Section 2 of the VAT Act to replace 
the definition of “fiscal cash register” with 
“electronic fiscal device”.

 The proposed definition to read as follows:

	 “electronic fiscal device” means an electronic 
device approved by the Commissioner 
General, which has a fiscal memory, capacity 
to generate or record tax invoices and other 
reports and to transmit invoice data in real time 
to the Zambia Revenue Authority Tax Invoice 
Management System and includes a fiscalised 
electronic register, electronic fiscal printers and 
electronic signature devices”.

 The measure broadens the scope of the 
definition because an electronic cash register 
is one type of an electronic fiscal device.

§	 Amend Section 44 of the VAT Act to provide 
for the prosecution of the directors or 
managers of a company, where the company 
commits an offence under the VAT Act.

 The proposed wording is as follows:

Where any offence under this Act has 
been committed by a body corporate or an 
unincorporated body, every director or manager 
of the body corporate or unincorporated body 
shall be liable, upon conviction, as if the 
director or 
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Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

VALUE ADDED TAX 
(continued)

 manager had personally committed the 
offence, unless the director or manager 
proves to the satisfaction of the court 
that the act constituting the offence 
was done without the knowledge, 
consent or connivance of the director or 
manager or that the director or manager 
took reasonable steps to prevent the 
commission of the offence.

 The measure brings in the practical aspects of 
“charging” a corporate entity. This is so because 
a charge for an offence by corporate entities 
must be attached to the individual responsible 
for its affairs for it to be enforceable. Additionally, 
this provision will align the VAT Act with the 
Income Tax and Customs and Excise Acts 
where there are similar provisions.

§		 Amend Section 10 of the VAT Act to provide 
for treatment of Trade and Cash discounts.

 This seeks to provide legal basis for the 
current practice where taxpayers are not 
allowed to account for tax on the discounted 
price when they offer any cash discount. The 
current practice is that for a trade discount, 
the discounted price is the one on which 
Value Added Tax is based whereas for a 
cash discount, the original price (price before 
discount) is what is used for the purposes of 
Value Added Tax.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
§	 Suspend customs duty on Light Emitting 

Diode (LED) lights.

 Exemptions to import duties and VAT were 
granted to a range of energy generation and 
energy efficient items in 2008, through two 
Statutory Instruments (Sis) (SI No. 32 and 
SI No. 33). LED lights are more efficient 
than fluorescent lights, which were granted 
exemptions through the aforementioned Sis in 
2008. Therefore, the duty exemptions on SI No. 
32 will be extended to LEDs.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued)
§	 Introduce excise duty at the rate of 30 

ngwee per litre on non-alcoholic beverages.

 This measure is intended to assist in reducing 
the prevalence of non-communicable diseases 
such as diabetes. In addition, the measure 
is also expected to raise revenues for the 
Government. However, the Government will 
take appropriate measures to protect local 
manufacturing of non-alcoholic beverages from 
unfair competition while discouraging import 
dependence

§	 Introduce an export duty on precious 
metals and precious stones at the rate of 15 
percent.

 Currently, export duty is only charged on the 
export of concentrates and mineral ores at 10 
percent. The measure is intended to enhance 
revenue collection from mineral resources.

§	 Increase export duty on manganese ores 
and concentrates to 15 percent from 10 
percent.

 The substantive export duty rate for all metal 
ores and concentrates is at 10 percent. 
However, for manganese, the export duty was 
suspended to zero percent in 2012 due to lack 
of processing capacity. The measure proposes 
to lift the suspension of the export duty and 
increase the substantive rate.

§	 Introduce customs duty on copper and 
cobalt concentrates at the rate of 5 percent.

 The measure is aimed at enhancing revenue 
collections to finance public service delivery.

§	 Increase the Carbon Emission Surtax that 
is payable on all motor vehicles transiting 
through Zambia to raise more revenue, as 
follows:
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CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
 Table 3: Current and Proposed Carbon 

Emission Surtax on Transiting Motor Vehicles
Engine 
capacity

Current 
Rate

Proposed Rate

Motor 
cycles

50 Kwacha USD 10 or Kwacha 
equivalent

0-1500 cc 50 Kwacha USD 10 or Kwacha 
equivalent

1501-2000 
cc

100 
Kwacha

USD 20 or Kwacha 
equivalent

2001-3000 
cc

150 
Kwacha

USD 30 or Kwacha 
equivalent

3001 cc+ 200 
Kwacha

USD 40 or Kwacha 
equivalent

§	 Amend the first schedule (Customs 
Tariff) to the Customs and Excise Act by 
increasing customs duty on sub-heading 
0402.21.30 (powdered milk in bulk for 
further processing) to 15 percent from 5 
percent. 

This measure is intended to minimize the 
possibility of misclassification of the products 
in the said tariff line. It has been noted that 
most of the powdered milk is being declared 
on tariff subheading 0402.21.30 by most 
importers because the applicable duty rate 
is 5 percent compared to the other tariff 
lines whose applicable duty rates are 25 
percent except for infant milk which is duty 
free. This has led to revenue loss because of 
misclassification.

§	 Amend the first schedule (Customs Tariff) 
to the Customs and Excise Act by revising 
the tariff for retreaded and used tyres of 
heading 4012 from 25 percent or K3.00 per 
Kg to 40 percent or K5 per Kg. 

The measure is intended to discourage 
reduce the use of used tyres and retreaded 
tyres that are a in some cases the cause of 
road traffic accidents that may result in loss 
of lives. This measure will also be in tandem 
with the Government policy of encouraging the 
importation of newer vehicles.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
§	 Amend the Third Schedule to the Principal 

Act by the insertion of some vehicles that 
were not included in the Customs and 
Excise Amendment Act No. 14 of 2017. 
Examples of vehicles that were omitted 
include station wagons with engine 
capacity of less than 1000cc, and double 
cabs of gross vehicle weight of less than 3 
tons among others. 

The measure is intended to include used 
vehicles of different body types that were 
omitted from the third schedule.

§	 Introduce duty on motor cycles at the 
rate of 25 percent and amend the Third 
Schedule to the Customs and Excise 
Act by including used motor cycles to 
the schedule to allow for the collection 
of specific duty by age and by engine 
capacity

The measure is intended to introduce duty 
on motor cycles and harmonize the duty 
treatment with bicycles which currently attract 
a duty rate of 25 percent.

§	 Amend the Ninth Schedule (Export tariff) 
to the Principal Act by the introduction of 
export duty at the rate of 10 percent on raw 
hides and skins of headings 4101 and 4102; 
and lift the ban currently in place.

 The measure is intended to encourage value 
addition and further investment in the leather 
industry.

§	 Increase excise duty on single use of 
plastics from 20 percent to 30 percent.

Currently, plastic carrier bags attract an excise 
duty at the rate of 20 percent. The introduction 
of customs duty on plastic carrier bags was 
intended to discourage the use of plastic carrier 
bags, to encourage the use of bio-degradable 
materials that are environmentally friendly. 
The increase of excise duty to 30 percent is in 
furtherance of correcting 

Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)
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CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
 environmental externalities caused by use of 

Plastic carrier bags.

§	 Increase the ASYCUDA processing fee to 
K500 from K324.

 This measure is intended to adjust the 
ASYCUDA processing fee to cost reflective 
levels.

§	 Amend Regulation 81B of the Customs and 
Excise (General) Regulations to replace the 
reference to “talk time” with “air time”.

 The measure broadens and aligns the wording 
of the provision with the use to which the “talk 
time” is put. For instance, “talk time” is being 
used for internet browsing implying that the 
usage clearly goes beyond talking.

§	 Update the Surtax Schedule by including 
and removing some items.

 This measure is intended to remove some 
items that are now locally available from the 
surtax exemption schedule and also to include 
to this schedule some products that are not 
locally available to the surtax schedule. This 
is aimed at promoting local value addition and 
employment creation.

§	 Amend the Section 34 of the Customs 
and Excise Act by the insertion of a new 
subsection 34(2) (e) to provide for the 
dispensation of a bill of entry for personal 
vehicles used by persons transiting 
through Zambia and allow for the use of the 
Integrated Border Declaration Form.

 Currently, persons transiting through Zambia 
with personal vehicles are required to present 
bills of entry for their vehicles. This has proved 
to be a lengthy and costly procedure for the 
owners of such vehicles. The measure is 
intended to facilitate expedited movement of 
persons under a single window environment in 
transit and ultimately reduce their dwell time at 
the borders.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
§	 Amend Section 191(a) of the Customs and 

Excise Act by the deletion of the words 
“customs duty and surtax” and substitution 
therefor of the word “duty”.

 The measure is intended to ensure there is 
clarity in the section and also to align Section 
191(a) to the wording in the side note.

§	 Amend Regulation 20 of the Customs and 
Excise (General) Regulations to provide for 
the Integrated Border Declaration Form on 
which a personal vehicle transiting through 
Zambia shall be cleared.

 Currently, personal vehicles transiting through 
Zambia are cleared using a Form CE20 (Bill 
of Entry). The measure is expected to reduce 
the dwell time at the entry points for persons 
transiting through Zambia

§	 Amend the Eighth Schedule of the Customs 
and Excise (General) Regulations to provide 
for the Integrated Border Declaration Form.

 This measure is intended to provide a 
prescribed form to be used to clear personal 
motor vehicles transiting through Zambia.

§	 Amend the Second Schedule to the 
Customs and Excise Act (Excise Tariff) 
in headings 3 and 4 by aligning the 
descriptions and tariff rates to the correct 
tariff codes.

 The descriptions and the tariffs rates of 3 and 4 
as legislated in 2017 did not correspond to their 
correct tariff codes

§	 Amend Regulation 51 to allow arriving 
passengers to purchase goods from duty 
free shops situated in the arrival halls at 
international airports in Zambia.

The measure is intended to provide for 
legislation to support placement and 
operation of duty free shops in arrival halls 
at international airports within Zambia. The 
goods purchased by arriving passengers will 
be limited to the value allowable under the 

Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)
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CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
travelers’ rebate as provided under regulation 

86 of the Customs and Excise (General) 
Regulations.

 
§	 Require all importations of gaming 

machines and equipment to be 
accompanied by a valid license from the 
regulator.

 This measure is intended to ensure effective 
regulation of all players in the gaming and 
betting industry.

§	 Amend the definition of “Rural Area” in the 
Customs and Excise (General) Regulations.

 The current definition excludes areas such 
as Chipata City and Mansa Municipality 
while areas such as Lilayi or Chilanga in 
Lusaka Province qualify for incentives despite 
Mansa being relatively under-developed in 
comparison. This has negatively impacted on 
the rural industrialization programme.

§	 Amend the Customs and Excise Act by 
providing for a penalty regime for offences 
committed by providers of excisable 
services.

 The measure tis intended to provide for an 
explicit provision to cater for the offences 
specific to the providers of excisable services.

§	 Amend Chapter 34 by providing a tariff 
lines for finished products and products for 
further processing.

 This measure is intended to guard against 
possible misclassification of finished soaps 
products that are currently subjected to 
customs duty at the rate of 5. The finished 
products will be subjected to a higher rate of 25 
percent in order to protect the local industry.

§	 Amend the first schedule to the Customs 
and Excise Act by subdividing heading 
2206 to provide for a separate tariff line 
for ciders and treat the ciders the same as 
lagers (of heading 2203) for duty purposes.

Tax Measures Specified By Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) (Continued)

EXCISE DUTY
(continued) 
 The measure is intended to harmonise 

treatment of ciders with that of lagers. 
Currently, ciders attract customs duty at the 
rate of 25 percent and excise duty at the rate of 
60 percent while lagers attract customs duty 
at the rate of 25 percent and excise duty at the 
rate of 40 percent.

§	 Increase the period of absence from Zambia 
required for a returning resident to qualify 
for a rebate of duty payable on a motor 
vehicle per household to 4 years from 2 
years.

 This measure is in line with Government’s 
policy to streamline tax incentives in order to 
safeguard government revenue.

§	 Remove customs duty rebates on the 
construction of shopping malls.

 This measure is in line with Government’s 
policy of rationalizing incentives.

§	 Adjust various fees to cost reflective levels 
and provide for indexation.

 This measure is intended to adjust various 
fees (including those charged by ZRA) to cost 
reflective levels. The measure also seeks 
to provide for indexation of such fees to 
periodically adjust for inflation.
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Since the early 1920s, mining has been at the core of Zambia’s 
economy and energy its lifeblood. For a country ranked 
among the world’s top copper producers and second in 
Africa, mining remains the country’s top foreign exchange 
earner and contributor to Gross Domestic Product.

Powering and turning the wheels of this economic engine 
is the Copperbelt Energy Corporation Plc (CEC), which has 
for more than 60 years supplied power to about 80 percent 
of the country’s mines, including the wettest on earth. CEC 
is a Zambian incorporated power transmission, supply, 
generation and distribution Company. The privately-owned 
power utility is listed on the Lusaka Securities Exchange and 
is a member of the Southern African Power Pool.

With its business philosophy rooted in the need for dedicated 
power supplies to an industry with unique needs, CEC boasts 
of a robust and extensive power infrastructure network 
spanning the entire mineral-rich Copperbelt Province and 
extending into the resource-rich Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) – with whose national utility, SNEL, CEC jointly 
owns and operates the only interconnection linking DRC to 
the rest of Southern Africa. 

Driven by a highly skilled, innovative and ambitious 
workforce, CEC’s reputation goes before it. Be it for designing 
and operating transmission systems or supplying reliable 
power to bulk users, CEC is a partner of choice in energy. 

CEC: A Trusted and Reliable 
Partner in Energy

Corporate Office
2nd Floor, GreenCity
Stand 2374, Kelvin Siwale Road
Off Thabo Mbeki Road, Lusaka 
Postnet 145, Private Bag E835 
T: +260 211 261 298 
    +260 212 244 912

Head Office & 
Operations 
23rd Avenue
Nkana East
P O Box 20819
Kitwe, Zambia
T: +260 212 244 556

info@cec.com.zm 

www.cecinvestor.com 

twitter.com/ cecinvestor 

face book.com/ cecinvestor
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Medium Term Expenditure 
Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 

Introduction 
The 2019 – 2021 MTEF aims at “accelerating 
development efforts towards Vision 2030 without 
leaving anyone behind”.  This provides an 
opportunity for Government to consult stakeholders 
on the course of action with regards to Zambia’s 
development agenda.

Government is firmly resolved to respond to the 
current economic challenges that the country is 
facing through implementation of austerity measures.  
These are centered on achieving fiscal consolidation 
by limiting expenditure to priority sectors such as 
health and education, enhancing domestic revenue 
mobilization, and scaling down debt contraction.  
This will be done by:

•	 limiting expenditure to priority sectors and 
enhancing domestic revenue mobilization;

•	 strengthening efforts of improving domestic 
revenue mobilization so as to meet the medium 
term revenue targets;

•	 installation of fiscal registers in the retail and 
wholesale sector;

•	 the forensic audit of VAT refund claims to reduce 
cheating and revenue leakages;

•	 enhancing tax payer education campaigns to 
encourage compliance; and

•	 introduction and roll out of electronic payments 
in order to limit cash transactions and enhance 
audit trails.

To achieve its objectives in the medium term, 
Government plans to ensure that:

•	 monetary policy remains focused on maintaining 
inflation rate within the 6-8 percent band.

•	 maintenance of debt sustainability through 
reduction in the level of debt distress is 
achieved.

•	 the fiscal deficit is reduced to no more than 3 
percent of GDP by 2021.

•	 it continues with the dismantling of arrears owed 
to suppliers of goods and services.

•	 a market determined exchange rate is 
maintained in the medium to long term.

•	 operationalization of the Project Appraisal 
System and e-Procurement as well as 
adherence to the provisions of the newly enacted 
Public Finance Management Act is done.

Macroeconomic policy
In the medium term, the overall macroeconomic 
objective will be to accelerate implementation of 
reforms as outlined in the Economic Stabilisation 
and Growth Programme (ESGP).  Government 
will continue to support fiscal consolidation, debt 
sustainability and entrenching macroeconomic 
stability for broad-based and inclusive growth while 
at the same time protecting the vulnerable.

The specific objectives for 2019-2021 medium term 
will be to:

•	 attain an average annual GDP growth rate of at 
least 4 percent;

•	 sustain inflation within the range of 6 to 8 
percent;

•	 raise international reserves to a least 4 months 
of import cover by 2021;

•	 increase domestic revenue to not less than 19 
percent of GDP by 2021;

•	 reduce the fiscal deficit to no more than 5.1 
percent of GDP by 2021;

•	 prioritise the dismantling of arrears and curtail 
their accumulation;

•	 reduce the pace of debt accumulation and 
ensure sustainability; and

•	 accelerate the diversification of the economy 
supported by the implementation of structural 
reforms.
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Economic, Social and 
Governance Policies
Agriculture

•	 The Government will continue to promote the 
diversification of agriculture to high value crops 
and the further development of the livestock and 
fisheries sub-sectors.

•	 The crop diversification programme will target 
crops such as rice, cassava, cotton, sorghum, 
millet, cow peas and cashew nuts so as to 
intensify diversifying away from the maize 
monoculture.

•	 The implementation of the e-voucher system as 
a principle facilitator of crop diversification will 
continue.

•	 Over the medium term, Government will prioritise 
the development of five farm blocks, namely 
Nansanga, Luena, Kalungwishi, Manshya and 
Luswishi.  

•	 To facilitate more private participation, 
Government will ensure that all signed 
agreements are operationalized while seeking 
additional investments through Public Private 
Parnerships (PPP).

•	 Government will, over the medium term, continue 
to promote agricultural sector mechanization, 
through facilitating small-holder farmer access to 
appropriate mechanical equipment, animal draft 
power and improved production and post-harvest 
technologies.

•	 In the fisheries sub-sector, focus will be on 
aquaculture development and capture fisheries 
management.

•	 The construction of breeding centres, livestock 
service centres and establishment of artificial 
insemination centres will continue.  Government 
will also continue with the livestock stocking 
and restocking programme as well as improving 
livestock research and livestock extension 
outreach to farmers.

Manufacturing 

•	 Programmes in the manufacturing sector will 
be aligned towards promotion of both domestic 
and Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) into the 
already existing Multi Facility Economic Zones 
(MFEZ) and industrial parks.  The Lusaka South 
MFEZ, the Kafue Iron and Steel MFEZ and the 
Kalumbila MFEZ will be fully operationalised.

•	 Government will continue with establishment 
of One Stop Border Posts and the successful 
operationalization of the existing ones at 
Nakonde and Kasumbalesa to quicken time 
and flow of goods thereby reducing costs to 
business.

Tourism

•	 The key focus in the tourism sector will be the 
diversification of tourism products and promotion 
of domestic tourism.

•	 Development of tourism related infrastructure, 
and improving the regulatory framework.

•	 To promote diversification, key interventions will 
include promotion of theme parks and adrenaline 
and adventure tourism.

•	 The promotion of local festival and fairs will also 
be done.

•	 In order to promote domestic tourism, 
implementation of a strategy that targets citizens 
and residents, as well as promotional activities 
such as the use of lower domestic charges will 
be encouraged.

Energy 

•	 Migration towards cost reflective tariffs in 
electricity will be implemented in line with the 
results of the cost of service study.

•	 Petroleum pricing will continue to be cost 
reflective.

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 (continued)
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Energy (contiued)

•	 The 750 MW Kafue Gorge power project is 
expected to be connected to the national grid 
in 2020 and the construction of the 2,400 MW 
Batoka hydro power project is expected to 
commence in 2019.

•	 Government will continue to facilitate private 
sector investment in alternative energy sources 
through implementation of the renewable energy 
feed-in-tariff regulatory framework.  This is 
expected to add an initial 200 MW capacity on to 
the national grid.

Transport and Information Technology 
Infrastructure
 
•	 Development of various socio-economic 

infrastructure will continue.

•	 In the road sector, the priority will remain the 
Link Zambia 8000 project, rehabilitation and 
upgrading of township roads including the C400 
and L400 Projects, and the Improved Rural 
Connectivity Project.

•	 The national road tolling programme will 
continue to support the financing of the road 
sector.

•	 Other significant infrastructure works will include 
completion of the expansion of the Kenneth 
Kaunda International Airport, construction of the 
Ndola Airport, and housing development in newly 
created districts.

Health
•	 Government will continue to improve health 

service delivery by accelerating the reduction of 
maternal, infant and child mortality, improving 
the nutrition status of infants and children, and 
reducing the incidence of malaria and malaria 
deaths.

•	 Continuation with the focus of reducing new 
HIV/AIDS infections to less than 5,000 per 
annum by the end of 2030.

•	 Intensify case finding and treatment of TB in 
special populations such as prisoners, miners 
and children.

Health (continued)

•	 Optimise placement of clinical specialists in 
functional frontline areas and the deployment of 
public health specialists into the community.

•	 Increase the number of specialist doctors and 
other health workers.

•	 Expand the capacities at health training 
institutions to increase the number of trained 
medical personnel to service both public and 
private health institutions.

•	 Focus on completing the rehabilitation and 
construction of health facilities that are already 
at least 80 percent complete, and continue 
with the programme of upgrading of provincial 
hospitals into teaching hospitals.

•	 Continue to strengthen and scale up the timely 
supply of drugs at lower levels of care, through 
the implementation of a supply chain strategy 
and continued establishment of regional hubs.

•	 Parliament has enacted the National Health 
Insurance Act No 2 of 2018 which establishes a 
compulsory National Health Insurance Scheme.  
The scheme is yet to be operationalised.

•	 Exploit the necessary synergies with other 
stakeholders to provide a healthy environment 
to the public.

Education and Skills Development

Government will continue to focus on increasing 
equitable access to quality education and skills 
training relevant to the needs of society.   Specific 
interventions will include:

•	 Completion of ongoing education facility 
constructions at all levels, including, Early 
Childhood Education (ECE) centres particularly 
in rural areas;

•	 Reduce the pupil teacher ratio and leverage on 
the use of ICT platforms for primary education 
and secondary education over the medium term.

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 (continued)
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Education and Skills Development (continued)

•	 Continue with the redeployment of serving 
teachers to underserved areas with the right mix 
that includes Science, Mathematics and ICT.

•	 With these interventions, it is expected that 
the completion rate at Grade 12 will reach 85 
percent for both male and female, and the 
primary school enrolment rate will reach 100 
percent over the medium term.

•	 Emphasis will be placed on ensuring that 
children acquire literacy and numeracy skills in 
early grades.

•	 Provide an enabling environment for private 
sector participation in order to increase uptake 
ratio of school leavers into tertiary education 
from 19 percent to 30 percent.

Water Resource Management, Water Supply and 
Sanitation

•	 Government, through the Water Resource 
Management Authority (WARMA), will 
strengthen measures for effective water 
resource management so as to safeguard the 
country’s water resources.

•	 Continue with the rehabilitation and construction 
of small and large dams for various water needs 
particularly for domestic and agricultural use, 
and for power generation.

•	 Promote local and transboundary aquifer water 
management through ratification of protocols on 
information sharing with neighbouring countries.

•	 Continue to promote innovative ways of 
financing for water development through PPPs 
and encouraging private sector participation to 
increase investment in the sector.

•	 Government plans to put in place a water 
resource mobilisation strategy.

Climate Change

•	 Continue to implement initiatives that mitigate 
effects of climate change. Climate change has 
adversely affected agricultural activities and 
hydro-electricity generation while threatening 
the good state of infrastructure such as roads. 

•	 Working with cooperating partners, Government 
will aim to strengthen resilience within 
communities and build capacities to manage 
and recover from disasters. Mitigating the 
effects of climate change is crucial to ensure 
that weather related shocks do not threaten 
economic stability, growth and job creation.

Debt Management

Government has undertaken the following measures 
to reduce the risk of debt distress and ensure debt 
sustainability:

•	 Indefinitely postpone the contraction of some 
pipeline debt until the debt is brought back to 
moderate risk of distress;

•	 Cancel some of the current contracted loans 
that are yet to be disbursed to reduce the debt 
service outlays;

•	 Undertake refinancing of selected bilateral loans, 
both local and external, to extend the maturity 
profile and attain lower costs on debt;

•	 Carry out an asset liability management exercise 
on the debt to ensure sustainability of cash 
flows;

•	 Cease issuance of guarantees to commercially 
viable projects; and

•	 Cease the issuance of letters of credit and 
guarantees to state owned enterprises that are 
technically insolvent until their balance sheet 
challenges are resolved.

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 (continued)
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Monetary and Financial Sector Policies 

•	 Focus on the maintenance of inflation in the 6 to 
8 percent band, through the use of market-based 
instruments to limit money supply growth.  

•	 Continue to maintain a market determined 
exchange rate in the medium to long term with 
the Central Bank intervention  being limited to 
containing excessive volatility.

•	 Government is currently working on measures to 
reduce the cost of credit.  

•	 Prioritise the scaling back of domestic borrowing 
in 2019 – 2020 to help improve monetary 
conditions and lower the cost of borrowing.

•	 Continue implementing the National Financial 
Inclusion Policy and Strategy

Structural Reforms

As a key element of the Government’s Economic 
Stabilisation and Growth Programme, Government 
will continue with structural reforms across sectors.  
The reforms will include the following:

•	 Public Investment Reform:  The focus will be 
on development of a comprehensive system for 
the appraisal of public investment projects.  The 
Planning and Budgeting Bill will be tabled in 
parliament;

•	 Establish a multi-sectoral public investment 
board to scrutinise appraised capital project 
proposals prior to inclusion in public investment 
plans;

•	 Land reforms:  The National Land Titling 
Programme will be used to scale up land 
reforms.  More work is required in coming up 
with an appropriate institutional framework to 
undertake land titling.

•	 The Industrial Development Corporation 
(IDC) will relook at the portfolio of state owned 
companies to restructure them and bring in 
equity participation for those that are viable and 
look at ways of restructuring those which are not 
currently viable. 

External Sector Policy

In the external sector, Government will remain 
anchored on the maintenance of an open economy 
with a competitive market-driven exchange rate 
regime.  The focus will be on:

•	 Promoting a diversified export base;
•	 Increasing foreign direct investment inflows; and
•	 Building up of international reserves to more 

than four (4) months of import cover by 2021.

Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure Forecast

Over the medium term, total domestic revenues 
and grants are projected to grow to K191.4 billion.  
Projected total domestic revenues are as follows:

Year K’ billion

2019 55.9
2020 62.9
2021   72.6
 191.4

Total expenditures are expected to average at 24.8 
percent of GDP per annum.  79 percent will be 
financed from domestic revenues and the balance 
through domestic and external borrowing.  Total 
expenditures will amount to K247.3 billion broken 
down as follows:

Year K’ billion

2019 75.3
2020 80.9
2021   91.1
 247.3

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 (continued)
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Macroeconomic Indicators
The table below summaries selected macroeconomic indicators for 2017 – 2021
Table 1:  Selected Macroeconomic Indicators (2017 - 2021)

2017
Final

2018
Proj.

2019
Proj.

2020
Proj

2021
Proj

National Account and Prices
Real GDP Growth (%) 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.6
GDP in constant prices (K’ millions) 135,019 141,802 148,985 158,006 N/A
Nominal GDP (K’millions) 245,103 270,125 300,169 330,012 365,641
GDP per Capita (US$) 1,532 1,681 1,848 2,055 N/A
Fiscal Deficit (% of GDP) 7.0 7.4 6.5 5.5 5.1
Inflation (%) 6.1 6 to 8 6 to 8 6 to 8 6 to 8
Commodity prices
Copper price (in US$ per MT) 5,827 6,454 6,477 6,490 6,490
Realized Zambia copper export price (US$ per MT) 5,643 5,769 5,802 5,814 N/A
Oil price (US$ per barrel) 49.0 80.0 67.9 69.9 71.9

NA- Non available

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) – 2019 to 2021 (continued)
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66 Grant Thornton Zambia - Budget Bulletin 2019Handover of dividend cheque to Treasury 
Registrar in Dar es Salaam - Tanzania

Handover of dividend cheque to the Hon. Minister 
of Finance, Mrs Margaret Mwanakatwe

Familiarization visit  in Tanzania by H.E. Mr Edgar 
Chagwa Lungu, President of the Republic of Zambia 

MISSION STATEMENT
“To procure petroleum refinery 
feedstock and transport it by 

pipeline from Dar es Salaam to the 
refinery at Ndola, oversee the 

refining process of the feedstock into 
products and market the products, 
thus ensuring the provision of a cost 

effective, strategic and reliable 
source of fuel energy in Zambia and 

the sub-region”.
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Doing Business in Zambia

•	 The Government continues to create 
an enabling and conducive regulatory 
environment for operating business in Zambia 
through:

- Revamping of the Patents and Companies 
Registration Agency (PACRA) and the 
creation of a one stop shop.

- Elimination of the minimum capital 
requirement for business start-up.

- Land registry computerisation and creation 
of customer service centre to eliminate 
the backlog of registration requests. As 
a result, the time required to register 
property in the country has reduced.

- Positioning the country well with 
comparator economies on the ease of 
obtaining credit by strengthening access 
to credit information through the use of 
credit reference reports and data provided  
to the Credit Reference Bureau by banks 
and non- bank financial institutions.

- Implementation by Zambia Revenue 
Authority (ZRA) of electronic filing and 
payment (e-filing and e-payment) systems 
to enhance tax compliance. 

- Implementation of one - stop border posts 
at Chirundu, Livingstone, Kasumbalesa 
and Nakonde to ease trade for importers 
and exporters of goods. Zambia Revenue 
Authority (ZRA) has also launched web-
based submission of customs declaration 
and scanning machines at some border 
posts.  

•	 Globally the table below shows how Zambia 
stands in ranking of 189 economies in terms of 
Doing Business:

Zambia was voted as having 
attracted the largest Foreign 
Direct Investments (FDIs) 
among the landlocked 
countries in Africa in 
2014.  This attests to the 
attractiveness of doing 
business in Zambia. Since 
1991 the Government of 
the Republic of Zambia 
(GRZ) has been providing 
an enabling environment 
for businesses, both public 
and private to thrive.  For 
the last 53 years since its 
independence in 1964, 
Zambia has been politically 
stable and has a young and 
stable democracy.  It is an 
oasis of peace.
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Doing Business in Zambia

TOPIC 2017 2016 2015 2014
Ease of Getting Credit 20 19 23 30

Ease of Starting a Business 105 98 68 72

Dealing with Construction Permits 78 67 99 102

Ease of paying taxes 58 56 78 80

Ease of resolving Insolvency 83 89 95 95

Protecting investors 87 85 83 81

Registering Property 145 170 152 106

Ease of enforcing Contracts 135 133 98 98

Getting Electricity 153 109 126 126

Ease of trading across borders 161 161 177 177

Overall 98 94 111 107
Source: World Bank Group 

Why Invest in Zambia 
•	 Zambia is a large country with a relatively small population, good climate to live in and has abundant 

natural resources and consequently a conducive country to do business in. Some of the salient statistics 
of Zambia are shown in the table below:

Land area 752,618 sq. km

Population Approx.14.5 million, constituting young people and 
relatively skilled labour force. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita Approx. US$ 1,532

GDP growth (annual) About 4.0%

Exchange rate US$1=12.01 Zambian Kwacha (K)

Inflation rate Approx. 7.9%

Repatriation of Profits 100%

Exchange Control None. Free floating currency

Natural Resources Abundant

Taxation system Attractive and Progressive

Electricity and Energy Abundant but relatively expensive.  

Average Lending Rate (ALR) Approx. 23.5%

Legal Framework Zambian Companies Act and Statutory 
Instruments subsequently issued.

Source: ZDA (why invest in Zambia)  

Infrastructure Development
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Doing Business in Zambia

•	 Government has in the last fifteen years or 
so invested heavily in general infrastructure 
to improve on the environment for supporting 
business.  For example:

- Billions of dollars have been invested in the 
main trunk roads, in town roads and rural 
roads;

- Millions of dollars have been invested in 
the educational system to increase the 
quality and quantity of labour;

- Millions of dollars have been invested in 
the health facilities and health personnel 
to move towards a healthy population;

- Various legal reforms have been 
embarked on to have a conducive 
environment; and

- Tax incentives have been availed to 
investors in rural areas and strategic 
sectors.

•	 The Government has continually streamlined 
the licensing and administrative processes 
for the private sector through a Private Sector 
Development and Reform Program (PSDRP).

•	 The Certificate of Registration for investments 
under the ZDA Act 2006 provides investment 
guarantees and protection against state 
nationalisation.

•	 In addition to the statistics shown above 
the Government of the Republic of Zambia 
has formulated very attractive Investment 
Incentives.  Investors are allowed to form 
any type of companies but GRZ encourages 
partnering with local businesses and people. 

•	 Zambia has been moving towards a One Stop 
Shop for Business Registration (OSSBR) by 
bringing in the Zambia Development Agency 
(ZDA), the Investment Centre, Patents and 
Companies Registration Agency (PACRA) and 
other agencies as an OSSBR.  The objectives 
are to improve efficiency, reduce cost and 
time, make business registration more 
accessible and increase level of compliance.  
This has been done through streamlining 

business registration procedures, having 
integrated IT systems, decentralisation and 
carrying out sensitisation and awareness 
campaigns.

•	 The mainstay of the Zambian economy 
remains Mining (mainly copper). The other 
major sectors are Tourism, Agriculture, 
Construction and Transport.  There is potential 
in the Manufacturing and Financial Services 
sectors which are growing and thriving.  There 
are also various other niche sectors which 
offer attractive investment opportunities.

•	 The Financial Services sector is regulated by both 
the Banking and Financial Services Act through 
the Bank of Zambia (BOZ) which falls under the 
Ministry of Finance and the Pension Scheme 
Regulation Act and Insurance Act through the 
Pensions and Insurance Authority (PIA).

•	 The banking sector in Zambia comprises 
some of the large and internationally 
renowned commercial banks such as Barclays 
Bank, Standard Chartered Bank, Stanbic 
Bank and First National Bank of South Africa 
and the local banks such as the Zambia 
National Commercial Bank (the largest bank in 
Zambia), Finance Bank, Investrust Bank and 
Cavmont Bank.

•	 There is also a thriving Micro Financial 
Services Sector dominated by the private 
sector such as Pulse Financial Services 
Limited trading as Entrepreneurs Financial 
Centre (EFC), Bayport Financial Services and 
Micro Bankers Trust.

•	 The Insurance companies and Pension 
Funds are both public and privately owned 
ones.  These include the National Pension 
Scheme Authority (NAPSA), ZSIC General 
Insurance Corporation, ZSIC Life Insurance 
Company, Local Authorities Superannuation 
Fund (LASF), Madison Insurance Group 
(Madison), Professional Insurance Corporation 
of Zambia (PICZ), Prudential Life Assurance, 
Prima Reinsurance, Sanlam, Sartunia Regna 
under African Life Assurance and Goldman 
Insurance (Goldman). 
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Profile and Services

Who we are
Grant Thornton is one of the world’s leading organisations 
of independent assurance, tax, forensics and advisory 
firms.  We help dynamic organizations unlock their 
potential for growth by providing meaningful, actionable 
advice through a broad range of services.  Our portfolio 
of core consultancy, accounting, audit, forensics and 
tax services is enriched by our knowledge of the local 
operating environment, regulatory requirements and an 
insight into existing business cultures and practices.

What we do
Audit/Assurance
• Statutory financial statements Audit
• Grant aided project audit
• Agreed upon procedures

Taxation services
• Preparation of corporate tax computations
• Preparation of annual returns
• VAT accounting
• Withholding tax accounting
• Tax planning
• Transfer pricing
• Global mobility services
• Transactional tax advice & reveiw
• reverse VAT agent

Lusaka

Kitwe

5 Partners 99 Staff Lusaka
Kitwe

2 Offices

We unite with all member firms in living 
our global values: Unite through global 
Collaboration, demonstrate Leadership 
in all we do, promote a consistent culture 
of Excellence, act with Agility, ensure 
deep Respect for people and take 
Responsibility for our actions.

Advisory
• Human resources
• Information technology
• Corporate finance
• Mergers and acquisitions
• Internal audit services
• Due diligence
• Reguatory accountants

Other services
• Corporate Recovery
• Statutory and business services
• Forensics
• Receivership
• Liquidations
• Company formation
• Acountancy services
• Payroll handling



Lusaka
Grant Thornton
5th Floor, Mukuba Pension House 
5309 Dedan Kimathi Road
P O Box 30885
Lusaka, Zambia
T: +(260) (211) 227722/8 
F: +(260) (211) 223774 
E: gtlusaka.mailbox@zm.gt.com
W: www.gt.com.zm

Kitwe
Grant Thornton
20 Kanyanta Street
P O Box 20273
Kitwe, Zambia
T: +(260) 975 895669 
    +(260) 966 264019
E: gtkitwe.mailbox@zm.gt.com

Audit
Edgar Hamuwele 
Managing Partner 
T: +(260) (211) 229121   (Direct)
M: +(260) 977 767290
E: edgar.hamuwele@zm.gt.com

Christopher Mulenga
Deputy Managing Partner  
T: +(260) (211) 229134   (Direct)
M: +(260) 966 764258
E: christopher.mulenga@zm.gt.com

Wesley Beene
Partner
T: +(260) (211) 229122   (Direct)
M: +(260) 977 767290
E: wesley.beene@zm.gt.com

Rodia Musonda
Partner
T: +(260) 955 808085
E: rodia.musonda@zm.gt.com

Chilala Banda
Partner 
T: +(260) (211) 229126   (Direct)
T: +(260) 977 724106
E: chilala.banda@zm.gt.com

Bwalya Seketi
Senior Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722
E: bwalya.seketi@zm.gt.com

Joseph Chisanga
Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722
E: joseph.chisanga@zm.gt.com

Recovery and Reorganisation 
Department
Christopher Mulenga
Deputy Managing Director
T: +(260) (211) 229134   (Direct)
E: christopher.mulenga@zm.gt.com

Bwalya Seketi
Senior Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722
E: bwalya.seketi@zm.gt.com

Mercy Chola
Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722
E: mercy.chola@zm.gt.com

Tax and Business Services
Rodia Musonda
Director
M: +(260) 955 808085
E: rodia.musonda@zm.gt.com

Mwamba Matafwali
Tax Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722
E: mwamba.matafwali@zm.gt.com

Advisory Services - Lusaka
Edgar Hamuwele 
Managing Director 
T: +(260) (211) 229121  (Direct)
E: edgar.hamuwele@zm.gt.com

Wesley Beene
Director
T: +(260) (211) 229122   (Direct)
E: wesley.beene@zm.gt.com

Glenda Sichone
Manager
T: +(260) (212) 225733     
E: glenda.sichone@zm.gt.com

Nyambe Mbanga
Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722     
E: nyambe.mbanga@zm.gt.com

Brenda Sundano
Manager
T: +(260) (211) 227722     
E: brenda.sundano@zm.gt.com

Our Offices and Contacts



www.gt.com.zm

5th Floor, Mukuba Pension House
Dedan Kimathi Road
P O Box 30885
Lusaka, Zambia

Looking for a career in Audit, Tax or Advisory?

We offer an exciting and a challenging Career in Audit, Tax 
and Advisory. A rewarding career, exposure to great clients 
and a chance to be you.

Due to our continued growth we have added extra postions in 
our Trainee Programme. Apply now to join the Grant Thornton 
difference.
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Get your car Fitness forms, pay Road Tax and Insurance 
all in one place to save time. It’s convenient and hustle 
free.  Visit us today.

BUSINESS | PERSONAL | AGRICULTURAL | MOTOR VEHICLE

www.zsic.co.zm

Contact us today:

Tel: 0211 229345/ 57
Mailto: info@zsic.co.zm

ONE STOP SHOP
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BUY ANY PRODUCTS AT ANY 
ZAMBEEF BUTCHERY WORTH K50 
OR MORE AND STAND A CHANCE 
TO WIN A BULL! 

To participate simply write your details on 
the receipt and drop it in the competition 

box.

The competi t ion runs from September, 2018 to 31st January, 2019  
www.zambeefplc.com

T’s & C’s
apply

Bulls for 10
lucky customers10

WIN A  BULL! !

NEW 
MACROS 
OPENED!!

Spacious Secure Parking, High Quality Products, 
Friendly Staff and Clean Environment

Since 1994

Silver Jubilee 2019

Copperbelt Province
• Chingola Macro - Mwaiseni, Station Road 
• Kasumbalesa Wholesale - Kasumbalesa Border
• Kitwe Proccessing Macro - Government Road
• Wusakile Macro - Ndola-Kitwe dual carriage way. Opposite Wusakile Police 
• Mufulira Macro - Junction Accra/Chisokone Streets
• Masala Macro- Masala Road Ndola
• Nkana East Butchery - Central Street
Lusaka Province
• Chalala Macro - Kasama Road, Chalala
• Heroes Macro - Great North Road, opposite Heroes Stadium
• Mtendere Macro - Off Alick Nkhata Road
• Mungwi Macro - Mungwi Road
• Chazanga Macro - Kabanana Road
• Kanyama Macro - Los Angeles Road
• Lusaka Wholesale - Manda Road Off Mumbwa Road
• Lusaka Processing - Off Chandwe Musonda Road
• Mumbwa Road Macro - Garden House Area
• Mutandabantu Mini Macro - Kanyama
• City Market Mini Macro - Lumumba Road, City Market
• Chilanga Macro - Kafue Road
Muchinga Province 
• Nakonde macro - Off Great North Road
North-Western Province
• Solwezi Macro - Urban Area Opposite The Magistrate’s court
• Solwezi 2 Macro - Weigh Bridge Area
Central Province
• Chisamba Macro - Great North Road
• Kabwe Macro - Freedom Way
• 10 Miles Macro - Great North Road
Luapula Province
• Mansa Outlet - Off President Avenue 
Northern Province
• Kasama Macro - Mpulungu Road 
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